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Students charged with sign theft
A. Bailey

&

K. Robinson

EIGHT students have been

charged by Waterloo Regional
Police with possession of stolen
property after an officer noticed
city signs in their residence in
early December.
It is not known if all involved
were from Laurier.
The students are being accused of stealing the signs and
taking them back to their off-

campus house during a party in
mid-November.
WLU Student Union President Stuart Lewis said he was approached by one of the students
to see if the Union could be of assistance. Lewis contacted
WLUSU solicitor John Kendall to
see if he could attempt to get the
charges brought against the students dropped. Lewis would like
to see the charges dismissed so
that no one involved will get a

criminal record for such an "innocuous crime."
"Personally, I think the police
have been far too harsh, and I
think bringing these people up on
charges with a possibility of getting a criminal record is absolutely absurd and ridiculous," said
Lewis.
Lewis wants the university to
be left in charge of the situation.
He said the accused were taken
down to the Waterloo police station and fingerprinted on December 18, during exam period.
"The students have suffered
enough. Let justice happen here
on campus", Lewis said.
Kendall said that because all
of the tenants were technically in
possession of the signs, they were
all charged. The police do not
know who exactly stole the signs.
Dean of Students Fred
Nichols said that attempts have
been made to try to persuade the
police to let the Dean's Advisory
Council, the ultimate authority on
student non-academic discipline
on campus, deal with the students

involved. These attempts have so
far proven unsuccessful.
Nichols said he wasn't sure
what the D.A.C. would have decided upon as a suitable punishment, but suggested possible
fines, disciplinary probation, or

punitive tasks such as early morning snow shovelling.
Waterloo Regional Police
Staff Sergeant A 1 Hunter disagrees with Lewis, and does not
see sign theft as a lesser crime
than any other. He said that the
police have a "zero tolerance"
policy towards sign snatching.
In many cases missing signs
can create potentially dangerous
situations for motorists. He added
that during Orientation Week last
year, thirty signs went missing in
Waterloo alone. Hunter said that
if an accident were to occur due
to a missing sign much more
serious charges such as criminal
negligence causing bodily harm
could be laid.
The cost of replacing the
signs is between $100 and $150.
Hunter is not inclined to go

easy on individuals who steal
signs. On several occasions when
other officers have let students go
with a single warning, he made
them go back and lay charges.
People do not usually get away
with just a "slap on the wrist",
said Hunter, stating that most individuals who get charged with
stealing signs are convicted, earning a criminal record.
Sign stealing is usually done
under the influence of alcohol,
said Hunter, and that no harm is
meant "But that is no excuse."
Hunter said that as adults, students should not be treated differently than any other member of
the community who is charged
with breaking die law.
Paul Felhaber with the City of
Waterloo, said that the city has a
number of old signs no longer
used that are available at no cost
According to Lewis the accused have already appeared in
court once, and are scheduled to
appear again on January 15.
The accused students declined
to comment.

New dorm on budget
Cathy-JoTNhoebl

Belanger.

apartments.

Cord

work is also complete.
"Once the building is closed in, the work will
move along at a much quicker rate", said Mr.

building, but was unable to acquire the house located beside the residence.
At this point, the project is running under
budget, according to Mr. Belanger.
This allowed the school to go back and to add
wood trim and improve the quality of the fixtures.
"The building is going to take a long time to pay itself off, but we believe it will eventually carry itself Belanger said.
The U-shaped, three tier building will be four,
seven, and ten stories high. Fryett Shifflet Association, the company hired for the architectural work,
is in the process of finishing up the details.
The Bricker residence presents some new ideas
to Laurier. The building will be co-educational, and
the seventy-five apartments will be four bedroom

Stuey said: "let justice happen"

Prof evaluations
Wladyslaw Kinastowski

The Cord

NEAR THE end of every term the university administers what is
known as a teaching evaluation to the students at WLU. They are
those little blue forms with a lot of questions.
The reason that there were no evaluations last term according to
WLU Faculty Association President Dr. Joyce Lorimer, is that the
university did not have them ready in time. Luckily, we should be
filling them out this March.
Now quickly let's get rid of some of the preconceptions that have
formed during the last term. Professors on this campus are required
by article 31 of their collective agreement to let their students fill out
university sanctioned teaching evaluations.
Under that same article professors may, if they so wish, design
their own supplementary questionnaires known as course evaluations.
These evaluations are strictly voluntary.
With a general perception among the student population that the
university run evaluations are ineffective, some university students
approached WLUSU President Stuart Lewis with the idea of student
run evaluations. According to Dana Pesce and Melissa Blease, the intention of the student-run evaluations is to supplement the regular
course calendar.
Their intention is to provide the student body with a course
calendar supplement for every department in this university. Lewis
supports the idea in principle. He believes that there should be a system that protects students as well as faculty.
To that end, the Student Union, along with the department of
Political Science, instituted a test run of the student evaluations last
term. This was an attempt at a feasibility check and to iron out the
bugs in the system. A final report is still pending.
Lewis believes that currently there exists a system that protects
the teacher. In his opinion, there should be protection for the students
and the professors. The analogy used by Lewis compared the student
to a discriminating shopper.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

"AS IT stands now, the new Laurier Bricker
residence will be finished be the August 15th completion date", said Housing Director Mike
Belanger.
Belanger stated that there had been no serious
set back except that cold temperatures and snow
had slowed the building process down somewhat.
The construction is where it should be according to the time schedule.
At this point, according to Belanger, the outer
shell is complete to the fifth floor. Some electrical

According to Belanger, the university was
hoping to get a slightly bigger piece of land for the

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4

Look, the new rez takes up parking space. Go figure!

Pic: Harvey Luong
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WLUSU abolishes vice-president
Mark Hand

wood."

The Cord

THIS YEAR'S Student Union
elections will be different from
previous years' due to the
elimination of the Executive
Vice-President position.
At the WLUSU Board meeting on January 20, the Board of
Directors voted to abolish the
position and reallocate the duties
among other areas of the corporation. The decision was part of a
wide ranged plan to restructure
the executive system.
Karen Gordon, this year's Executive VP and last person to
hold the position said she's "sad
when I think that my position's
gone", but added that "it really
needed to be done...it's dead-

The three main functions performed by the Executive VP were
running elections, keeping the
policies and by-laws up to date,
and overseeing the performance
of the WLUSU staff. Under the
new executive structure, elections
will be handles by the VP: University Affairs, which will now
be called the VP: Student Services, the staff will be in the
domain of the President, and bylaws and policies will fall under
the Chair of the Board, who is
elected by the Board of Directors
at the first meeting of the year.
The loss of the Executive VP
means the removal of one elected
position to WLUSU. Now the
President and VP: Student Ser-

A Career
That Counts.
Opportunity
From controller to CEO, CGAs are multi-skilled
professionals who fill key accounting and financial
positions.

vices are the only elected members of the executive. The VP's

of Finance, Student Activities,
and Media and Communications
(formerly the VP: Marketing,
with a much expanded portfolio)
are all hired by committee after
the election are over. The fifteen
Directors are elected.

Several committees
will be abolished
Gordon does not think that the
loss of the position will be important as far as losing one more
voice of the students goes.
"There's still seventeen other
elected positions. This way we're
also making sure there won't be
any acclamations." Last year the
VP: University Affairs and the
year before the Executive VP
were acclaimed.
The absence of the Executive
VP will mean one less person on
the executive body of WLUSU,
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Management
Board. This position will potentially be filled by the Manager of
Business Operations, a full-time
staff position which carries over
from year-to-year and/or the
Chair of the Board, with voting or
non-voting status. This has yet to

be decided.
Also included in WLUSU's
executive restructuring plan are
the abolition of several standing
committees which were established in WLUSU antiquity to
deal with specific operating issues. The only remaining committees are Finance and Building,
responsible for overseeing the
monetary position of the corporation, and Constitutional Operations and Development, which

keeps policies in order.
Nick Jiminez, current Chair of
the Board, said he agreed with the
changes. "We're covering a lot of

overlapping and duplication of
services."
Jiminez expressed concern,
however, that the changes were
passed completely without being

Executive VP Karen Gordon
1

fully laid out. Nothing is written
in concrete yet...but it gives them
the impetus to act promptly and
get things finalized," said
'

Jiminez.
This year's elections will be
on February 12. Nominations
open and election packages will
be available this Friday, January
25.

300 new rooms
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3

The four bedroom apartments
will also include two full

bathrooms, a kitchen, a living

Only CGA offers a complete certification program
that allows you to continue working full time while
pursuing a professional accounting designation.

the Operations

area and a storage closet. It will
be furnished, including cable television, phone extensions, and
computer outlets in each apartment.
The building will house large
lounge areas, game rooms, and its
own computer room.
The cost of the apartments
have not been officially set, but
Belanger estimates they would be
around $375 per month. The students will be responsible for an

eight month lease.
The new residence will house
about 245 first year students and
50 senior students. The senior
spaces now found in Leupold and
Euler residences will be moved
into the new residence.

they will be in
pancake-style
This will allow the university
to make these smaller residences
into first year "quiet residences",
according to Belanger.

Witch-hunt

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
"When one buys groceries you don't buy the mouldy bread. Unfortunately the students here at WLU have no control over who they
receive as their teacher, and yet they essentially buy the services of
the teacher."
Lewis continued, stating that the university is here to provide the
best education possible for its customers (students). The publicly distributed supplement would not be a "witch-hunt". On the contrary, it
would give information to the students on the course load, expenses
involved and whether or not an elective is something special.
He hopes that the professors will be responsive to the formation of
such a "feedback loop", and as he believes, "it only benefits everyone".

Lorimer took a more cautious approach when interviewed. In a
letter to Lewis dated May 23, 1990, Lorimer indicated that WLUFA
was in no way willing to support such an issue. "The relationship between students and faculty at Laurier has always been characterized
by a climate of mutual concern and respect and a common commitment to the goals of teaching and learning". In no way does WLUFA
want to jeopardize this relationship according to Lorimer.
Lorimer wants students to understand that this topic is a serious
one for professors. "University teaching evaluations are used for
promotion, tenure, and future employment considerations.
WLUFA can't agree to support anything that would in any way
frivolously attack a professor's professional reputation". Until the
Student Union presents WLUFA with a sample supplement, WLUFA
can not respond to the issue. Therefore, the idea of student-run course
evaluations will remain in limbo, unless the students and the professors get together to work out an acceptable compromise.

"This is a new idea for

Laurier, but it opens the options
for students who feel they could

not deal with the noise level
found in a normal residence"
Belanger notes.
The first floor is being built
for the physically challenged students. These 15 units are specifically designed to meet the needs
of challenged students.
The top three floors will be

co-ed for senior and international
students.
The remaining floors will be
for first year students. "They will
be co-ed in a pancake-style
being that one floor will be guys
and the next floor, girls. This setup makes it easier for this
residence to be involved with
other residences. For example,
floor parties", explained
Belanger.
When first year students are
applying for the residence they
can request to be in the Bricker
residence. Mr. Belanger expects
that there will be more students
wanting in than spaces available.
"We have not decided if we
are going to approach it with the
lottery system. We have not finalized that decision as of yet." Mr.
Belanger stated.
In the summer, the university
is planning to use the residence
for conferences. "We are going to
try this for a few years and see if
we get enough use of it." For this
reason, all units have been installed with air conditioning.
Mr. Belanger said that "there
is no reason to think that the
residence would not be ready for
September."
The university is going to proceed in offering the space to first
year students, yet the university
does have a few plans if the
building does not get completed
for September. "We are tracking
along at a steady pace," said Mr.
--

Belanger.
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War update

news comment by

f. kirby

The following are reported by the
Pentagon, and might or might not be
100% accurate at the time of printing.

EARLY in the pre-dawn darkness
of the Iraqi morning the aprons

surrounding US military airstrips
began to empty. The foggy dense
air was ripped with the thunder of
Pratt & Whitney turbines and
18,000 tonnes of US ordnance.
Operation Desert Storm began
with a night of 1000 sorties.
About 100 Cruise Missiles, or
1/3 of all the Cruise missiles held
on board US Navy ships were airlaunched at approximately 6:35
Eastern Time just prior to the

joint US, British, French, Saudi
and Kuwaiti air strike.
The US's Stealth Fighter
helped gain the edge of surprise
and the Canadian tested Cruise
missiles easily avoided Iraqi air
radar defense.
The strike, with an effectiveness of about 80%, was specifically launched against military
targets.
The attack hit air strips, tank
and artillery placements throughout the Gulf region and was very
successful at eliminating or
seriously confusing operations at
many of the approximately 250
missile and the 50-70 SCUD missile bases scattered throughout
Iraq.
Despite the apparent success of
the mission however, many of the
Iraqi tank divisions and artillery
units were and still are heavily
dug into positions, thus making
them very difficult targets to

eliminate.

When the eye of the world

turned to Iraqi retaliation and the
much vaunted air defense of the
desert republic the Iraqi guns
remained silent.
The ancient city of Baghdad
threw up a wall of small arms
fired lead in a virtually hopeless
attempt to staunch the massive attack.
Two mobile SS-1 SCUD
launch pads did, though, launch
the threatened attack against Israel's coastal city of Tel Aviv.
The modified surface to surface
missiles did little damage to the
prepared city and no chemical or
biological warheads were used.
The Israeli embassy in Washington reported seven minor injuries in the bombing.

More significantly, the Ambassador warned that Israel now
reserves the right to retaliation. A
somber scenario indeed, if Israel
becomes involved.
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff, Colin Powell, has so far
officially confirmed the US and
allied losses at a very encouraging level.
One US F-18A Hornet from
the 71st Fighter Squadron was
shot down by Radar Guided Machine fire on the outskirts of
Baghdad during the initial attack.
It is believed by the plane's wing
men that a bail-out was not possible.
A British Tornado and a
Kuwaiti plane believed to be a
Mirage-Dassault 2000 were also
shot down.
Reports of several other
downed allied aircraft have not
been confirmed, however the
Iraqi government has shown
footage of at least 3 and perhaps
more captured airmen.
The Iraqi government

threatens to ignore the third
Geneva Convention War Law and
use these POW's as "human
shields" at points of military and
tactical significance. Hussein
threatened the same action during
the early days of operation Desert
Shield.
Later this week several more
Scuds were launched at Israel but
the damage and number of missiles was unconfirmed until Tuesday when the worst attack on Israeli soil occurred. An SS-1
slammed into a residential block
in Tel Aviv. According to reports
at least 10 civilian injuries have
been reported at the time of this
reporting.
Several of the surface to surface missiles were also launched
against targets inside Saudi
Arabia but many seemed to have
been foiled by the new American
Patriot Anti Missile Launcher.
The Patriot, which has never before been tested in combat performed excellently, according to
Pentagon officials.

Peace-mongers in SUB call for peace in Gulf. Pic: Tim Sullivan

Lecture on education
Carla Aitken

The Cord

FESTIVAL LAURIER officially began its 1991 season last Wednesday evening with an address by Dr. Norman Wagner. The lecture,
entitled "From Chaos to Wisdom" kicked off a series of activities
which occurred throughout the week of January 16 22nd. These
events were all part of what Festival Laurier called "Windows on the
Distant Past: Archaeology and Ancient Civilization."
Wagner's lecture last week marked the return of the former faculty member after a twelve-year absence spent in Calgary. While at
WLU from 1962 to 1978, Wagner actively pursued his interest in
Near Eastern studies and archaeology, and was responsible for founding our current department of Religion and Culture.
His many distinctions include past dean of graduate studies and
research at Laurier, founder of WLU press, and member of the Order
of Canada. Currently, he is CEO for the Alberta Natural Gas Company, a director of ANGUS Chemical Company and CFCN Communications. He also manages to maintain his varied interests in the field
of archaeology and the Near East.
To begin his lecture, Wagner explored some of the progressions
within society which have had a significant impact on our current
milieu. Society, he explains, has evolved from a system of bartering
to one of coinage and is now predominantly influenced by the products of modern technology.
The FAX machine and the Electronic Mail System are examples
of our current socialization. Accompanying this progression is an
avalanche of data which continues to grow as our perspective becomes even more multidimensional and paradoxical. Individuals,
believes Wagner, in today's complex society, are confronted by a
-

profusion of "facts" which make little sense.
The implications of this progression are significant with regard to
the power relations within society. With each shift in our technology,
Wagner explains, there is a new "power elite" created. Those who
control this technology have the knowledge, and thereby the means,
to manipulate those who do not.
Wagner used the current example of how the media's presence in
the Gulf is necessarily influencing the public's perception of events.
The media now has the power to determine what people will see and
how they will see it.
In order to move beyond the ideological framework established by
technology, Wagner introduced a model which could help the indi-

vidual transcend this realm of chaos towards what he called "wisdom." The paradigm which he suggested had five progressive stages:
chaos, data, information, knowledge and wisdom.
Wagner explained that it is difficult for anyone to assimilate the
reams of data and information which permeate our current society. It
is only by incorporating this data into a personal context and commentary that one can eventually attain knowledge and wisdom.
Wagner's lecture was particularly relevant to the university setting for his talk addressed the role which modern education should
play in today's complex world. The educational setting provides the
means whereby one can move beyond the context of numbers and
quantitative information. As students, we are able to critically examine the facts which we are given and to incorporate them in a
meaningful and personal context.
It is through this critical examination of society that the individual
can move, as the title of the lecture suggests, "from chaos to wisdom."
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Special Needs met with cash
Here, the money is used to

Dorothy McCabe

The Cord

LAURIER'S Special Needs office recently received $90,000
from the Ministry of Colleges and
Universities for its 1990-91 funding to upgrade its services to students with disabilities. The
$90,000 will be distributed by the
Special Needs Co-ordinator, Judy
Bruyn.

The funding will be
used in three categories
The amount of money that
Laurier's Special Needs office
received was determined by the
ministry according to the total enrollment of all students. This
money will be used to cover all
costs incurred through the Special
Needs office and the services it
offers.
The funding is to be used in
three categories. The first one is
for the set-up and equipment of
the office itself, as well as staff
salaries. The second category is
professional development.
This includes workshops and
seminars to promote awareness of
Special Needs issues and for the
development and further education about these issues. The final
area for funding is that of assisting devices and support services.

purchase equipment which is
necessary for the facilitation of
learning at Laurier. Devices such
as the Telephone Device for the
Deaf (T.D.D.), Kurzweil Personal
Readers, and height-adjustable
study tables and computer terminals.
Support services that are
available include the provision of
alternative formats of texts and
other printed course material
(taped, large type print or braille
format). In addition, a volunteer
programme of peer support
(tutors, student helpers, campus
ambassadors) is co-ordinated
through the Special Needs office
as well as a wide variety of other
services.

The administration
is responsible for
accessibility
The decision to purchase
equipment or to provide a service
is triggered by the students' requests for accommodation.
Presently, there are 47 students at
Laurier who actively use the
facilities and services offered.
The students' needs are categori-

zed into sight, hearing, physical
and learning disabilities, which
could be temporary or permanent.
The $90,000 cannot be used
to make changes to the physical

accessibility of the campus. It is
the responsibility of the administration at Laurier to fund such
projects as the construction of
ramps or wheelchair lifts.

There are many different and
pressing areas where this budget
could be spent. It will be spent on
a number of important projects,
purchases, and services.

ON
GREEN
THE
THE ENVIRONMENT WITH SARAH WELSTEAD
COMBINE the war in the Persian Gulf with the
state of the planet and you have one depressing
mix, but it is appalling that one man (and you can't
tell me that if Saddam Hussein were murdered by
his own followers, we would still have war) could
potentially be responsible for so much destruction

of the environment.
Astronomer Carl Sagan says that if Saddam
starts to blow up oil wells, he will start fires which
cannot be capped, but must burn themselves out, all
the while pouring black smoke into the atmosphere.
Although it is difficult to confirm, it is generally
believed that there are many oil wells and refineries
which were mined by the Iraqis, and are ready for
destruction. A few refineries have already been set
on fire, and the smoke will not only contribute to
global warming, acid rain and all the rest, but will
also physically block out the sun, so if we aren't
poisoned from the fumes, we will die of starvation
when no crops can grow due to lack of sunlight.

Ann Rowan, of GreenPeace, maintains that the
use of nuclear or conventional weapons in the arid
area of the Gulf could also start fire storms, which
would cause massive damage to the biosphere. The

smoke from these fire storms would ultimately have
the same effects as the smoke from burning oil

HfHlH'rhe
■Bipfl

wells.

Starts to sound pretty scary, doesn't it?

What is even more scary is the voice of the
Pentagon scientist, who contradicts Carl Sagan and
other scientific luminaries: he says that even if all
of the over 350 oil wells in Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia are set on fire, and continue to burn, they
will "only" release 15,000 tons of black smoke into
the air every day, and this will not be sufficient to
do any significant damage to the environment.
Hah! You can't tell me that 15,000 tons of black
smoke pouring into the air, each and every day for
probably the next year or so, isn't going to do any
damage to anything. At the very least we're probably going to see more instances of lung cancer and
respiratory disease. And if the Pentagon seems to
take a ludicrous stand on the environmental implications of the war, doesn't it stand to reason that
they have more similarly absurd positions, but we

just don't know the truth?
The opinions contained herein are those of the one
we call Sarah. It does not necessarily reflect the
views of Carl Sagan, or the Pentagon generals,
Sadam Hussein, or any other goofs, like the people
at The Cord or Student Publications.
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LOTS OF talk about the new
world order in the dawn of a new
war.

What exactly does a new
world order mean? What is a
world order?
What it really means is a way
settling
conflicts. Specifically,
of
who gets to solve what conflicts.

7
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In an ancient world order, the

Roman Empire had the privilege
of solving conflicts. There really
were not many conflicts because
Rome controlled most of the land
it either knew or cared about.
In later days, Britain had the
power to control its areas of interest, like the American colonies,

Selfish politics
colonial conflicts while Russia,
Austria, and France, and Prussia
controlled their parts of Europe
and their colonies, and, via an
agreement, to not interfere with
the other's problems.
Since the Second World War,
the United States and the Soviet
Union agreed upon which areas
...

Cures for baldness
BIOFILE
THERE IS one gender equivalent to the ever prevalent weight
problems plaguing the self esteem
of multitudinous women, and
that's baldness in men.
Paying up to $30,000 for the
luxury of a full head of hair, thousands of men are lining up at the
offices of dermatologists and hair
loss clinics in an anxious quest
for their appearance.
This is a serious business for a
large segment of the population.
Essentially, three options exist
for the proverbial balding pate.
The easiest (and cheapest) is a
resignation to the inevitable, and
simply dealing with an ever increasing forehead. The second is
a visit to your family practitioner
and a subsequent referral to a
dermatologist who may recommend topical ("tonics") treatment,
systemic (orally consumed
drugs), or help you recognize the
reality of non-reversible hair loss.
Finally there is the option of hair
loss clinics which offer hair
pieces, hair transplants and various shampoos, tonics and massage/ deep cleansing/ ozone treatments. Any alternative, with the
exception of the first, will be a
considerable burden on your
financial sovereignty.
A local dermatologist, Dr.
Papp, outlined the major causes
of hair loss among his patients.
Genetic pattern baldness,
alopecia
areata
and
telogenefluvium ranked among
the most common.
Patients suffering from genetic pattern baldness should see a
dermatologist early on in their
hair loss history if they hope to
stay the recession. There is
nothing on the market that will
rejuvenate growth in dead fol-

licles.
However, Rogane, originally

by A.E. Rogan
going on for one to three years
and the loss is moderate.
The cost of Rogane is not
covered under any health plan
since it is considered a cosmetic
treatment. At a local pharmacy,
prescription kits can be picked up
for $80, and last for 30 days. The
treatment involves rubbing a
small amount of the solution on
your head twice a day.
Alopecia areata results from
an indiscriminate attack of the
immune system on the follicular
cells of the hair, often killing
them. Treatments for this type of
hair loss include topical
corticosteroids and hormonal systemics. Unfortunately, this treatment appears to be limited to
women.

Telogenefluvium hair loss is
the result of physiological
stresses like extensive weight
loss, surgery, or an incapacitating
illness. More often than not, this
type of balding is temporary and
you can expect those locks to
grow back eventually.
In the meantime, hair pieces
may be what the doctor orders.
Often the course of balding is just
too extensive to realistically prescribe Rogane and hope for any

success.
You can pick up hair pieces
that are convincingly realistic.
They have a monofilament base
which has single strands of hair
woven through it. These pieces
are custom made and styled. You
can have the "weaves" bonded
onto existing hair, making them a
more permanent manifestation, or
they can remain removable and
are more or less taped onto your
head. If they are bonded onto
your head, they need to be redone
every six to eight weeks as the
hair grows. The cost varies from
$950 to $2000 depending on the

an orally ingested pharmaceutical size, model, whether you want
for the treatment of high blood human hair or synthetic, etc. One
pressure, has met with a fair can expect the hair piece to last
amount of success in preventing for about 14 months.
Finally, you can go for hair
the demise of the hair bulb.
Minoxidil is the active ingredient transplants. At the bottom line,
in Rogane. It's specific action is transplants are analogous to skin
unclear, although is has been grafts where healthy hair follicles
postulated that monoxidil inhibits are removed from one part of the
the
production
of scalp and grafted onto the bald
dihydrotestosterone, the chemical part. There are two ways of doing
which kills the follicle.
it: the plug method where smm
Other products on the market, diameter sections are transplanted
such as topical estrogens have in realistic rows across the empty
been labelled "completely usearea, and the strip method in
S by the
medical profession. which strips of hairy flesh are
P 1- aPP has stressed that the ef- removed and grafted. You can exficacy of the Rogane is pect to go at least four rounds
determined largely by the amount with your plastic surgeon here, as
hair lost results can be good each series of grafts need to heal
10
excellent if balding has been before the next can be started.

!v

*

-

This is surgery, but is not covered
by OHIP. Costs range anywhere
form $12,000 to $30,000, and the
work is guaranteed. Beware
though, if the area from which the
hair was removed begins to
shrivel up and die, expect the
transplanted areas to do the same,
and this is not covered by the

to influence. The U.S. got Western Europe, the Americas, and
parts of Asia. The Soviet Union
got Eastern Europe, parts of Asia,
and Cuba, with spatterings
throughtout the world, not already given to the U.S.
Has there been an area missing? The Middle East, ever since

the fall of the Ottoman Empire,
has been tossed around from
Eastern to Western spheres of influence, but never quite fit into
the puzzle of influence.
Challenges to "World Order"
came in the guise of the Suez
Crisis in Egypt under Gamal Abdel Nasser, and the formation of
the Group of 77 Non-Aligned Nations.
Since the Middle East never
really fit into the mostly Eurocentric vision of the world, and
these countries could never understand the workings of the cul-

guarantee.

Perhaps we can someday accept the fact that nature throws
some real physical downers at us
and live happily with them. It
seems sort of a dubious reality
and thus all this cosmetic final

The US is left alone
to define the new
world order

Biofile is written by ace-biology

tures, peace has ostensibly been
evasive in that hot spot of the
world.
With the removal of the
Soviet Union as a key world
leader, the U.S. has been left
alone to define the "New World
Order."

solution stuff. Be careful when
going for treatments in the vanity
department, there are a lot of
scams going on.
stu-

dent A.E. Rogan, and the columns are
well written, even though any opinion
is not to be interpreted as being the
opinion of me, a balding editor.

But the more things change,
the more things stay the same.
The nature of politics is selfishness. International relations are
solely to further the interests of

and
principle
morals not figured
in equation
one country. Domestic politics
MIGHT be said to be more
"moral", "principled", or "fair",
but foreign relations have seldom
been accused of being principled.
The U.S., for what ever reasons it saw, decided to get in-

volved in the politics of the Persian Gulf. These reasons do not
include principle, moral judgement, or fairness. Even less so,
the "cause of democracy", or
other such lofty ambitions.
Consistency does not play in
the equation. The U.S. never used
force to impose the U.N. resolutions as it relates to the
Palestinians in the occupied territories in Israel. Why? Because it
was not in its interest to do so.
Next time you discuss the
U.S. led war against Iraq, discuss
it honestly and intellegently, but
do not use words like "principle",
"moral obligations", or "justness".
International politics is not made
of these.

•All Grad Colours Available for

University, College or High School
Graduates

Challenger Portrait Studios
Waterloo Town Square
886-1740
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Why the war is necessary
Commentary by
Vlad Kinastowski and Martin Walker
UNIVERSITY is probably one of the main breeding grounds for Utopian idealism, or at the very
least, the belief that its ideas are universally applicable. While idealism provides hope, that hope
must be tempered with the recognition of reality.
Nobody likes war. Nobody wants war. That even
includes the United States, contrary to popular
belief.
Various individuals have said that one can not
deal with madness by using madness. The question
we pose is, what other things can be done? Invite
Saddam for a cup of Red Rose? For those who have
not studied history, we tried that in 1938 with the
Munich conference. Please try to recall what the
results of that appeasement policy were.
Therefore it is only logical that if diplomatic/peaceful means fail, the only recourse is force.
Domestically we have seen that argument put forward as an explanation for Native action during the
Oka crisis. Thus one must conclude that if this
argument is valid domestically, it is valid internationally as well. Whether we like it or not.
Now we have been hearing a great deal that the
conflict in the Gulf is about oil. No one, not even
ourselves, would deny that oil plays a role in the
conflict. After all, Saddam isn't interested in the
spacious beachfront property of the Kuwait City
Hilton because it has a wonderful view of the Gulf.
Iraq has stated that the disputes it had with Kuwait
over the shared oilfields and oil pricing were at
least partially motivation for the invasion.
Material gain and control over resources have
been motivating factors in all historical conflicts.
Yet this conflict, just like the one in 1939, is about
principles as well. Should the world community
condone the violation and rape of another nation, if
domestically such actions are punished by law?
We've also been hearing about the legitimate

claims Iraq has on the territory known as Kuwait.
Remember the Teach-in? Mr. Michael Quigley of
the Coalition to Stop Canadian-U.S Intervention
stated that, since Kuwait was created by "colonialists" (British) it is a non-entity. Therefore we are
letting Iraq have what is rightfully theirs. Please tell
us if we are wrong, but the last time we checked
Kuwait was a full fledged member of the United
Nations and of the Arab League. Kuwait was recognized by the international community as a
sovereign state. In addition, Iraqi claims to Kuwait

were renounced by the ruling Ba'th party when
they first came to power in 1961.
If we (the world community) recognize Iraq's
claim to Kuwait, then we call into question the borders in the Middle-eastern region. The borders of
present day Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Israel, Turkey,
and Saudia Arabia are therefore of a dubious nature. This logic gives Turkey carte blanche to act in
any way to achieve it's goal. After all, it is Turkey
which claims chunks of Iraqi territory. Is it fine for
Turkey to invade Iraq for this reason alone?
Is it justifiable for any country anywhere to invade any other country based on the fact that they
claim right to territory? Is it then perfectly fine to
resort to violence to settle the claims? Of course
not! By doing nothing because it is not "our war",
this in effect permits Iraq's invasion of Kuwait -or
any other Middle Eastern country.
The peace protests across the country are good.
social
A
conscience is necessary and healthy for
Canadian society. Yet the question that comes to
mind is how can we achieve the peace that we all
desire. Slogans such as "No Blood for Oil" are really popular at these get togethers. But isn't that an

impossiblity?
Kuwaiti blood has already been shed for oil, not
to mention their own country. Are we to assume
that it is okay for others to shed their blood for their
country, just as long as it isn't ours? Besides, what
would happen if Canada were invaded by any other

po/ter/'Cu/tom framing-art wearable/
January 28-31/91 WLU STUDENT DAYS!
Bring your student ID and receive 15%
discount on all regular priced posters

univer/ity ave.uu.
uuater loo.ont.nsl 3e<?
170

te1.(519) 740 6650

country. It is not a secret that Canada would be unable to defend itself. Are we to assume that it would
be unjustified for any other country to come to
Canada's defence because it is not their conflict?
Of course not! What is unjustified is the initial
violation of Canada by an aggressor nation.
While it may sound nice and lovely to know
that your country is in a war solely to defend lofty
principles, the fact remains that this seldom happens. Let us presuppose that the Allies are in the
Middle East solely to protect their interests (this is
not true, but let us pretend that it is for the time
being). Are not the other benefits derived from getting rid of such a despotic terrorist more than
enough "justification" to launch a liberation of
Kuwait once negotiations have expired?
Peace protestors must choose between war now
or a much larger war later. Make no mistake, it
would have happened sooner or later. By allowing
Hussein to get away with the crimes associated
with invading Kuwait only sets a precedent for further aggression in the future. Not only would further aggressions be bigger and bloodier than a war
today, but thousands of people like the Kurds,
Kuwaitis and even the Iraqi people themselves
would suffer in the mean time. Luckily those
SCUDS aimed at Israel and Saudi Arabia are armed
with conventional warheads.
While this may sound sardonic, it is an acknowledgement that if we were to wait there could
be nukes on them there missiles. Saddam has
shown he has the will to use any weapon at his disposal to achieve his aims. Stopping Saddam is comparable to the stopping of a neighbourhood bully. It
is incredibly naive to think that the statement that
the invasion of Kuwait was immoral is enough to
persuade Hussein to leave. Unfortunately one must
be prepared to act on one's bluff when it is called.
War should be avoided whenever possible, but at
what price should peace be maintained in a situation that exists like today?
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Business
Why Textbooks Cost So Much
By: Sarah G. Welstead
The cost of textbooks has always been an issue close to
every student's heart, but in
light of the GST, one begins to
wonder if there is anyone else
out there who realizes that it is
all too easy to shell out a hundred dollars per course on
books that may or may not be
helpful.
Paul Fischer, the manager of
the Laurier Bookstore, contends that the Bookstore does
not make any money on
textbooks because there is
only about a 20% profit
margin on them, which does
not even cover overhead costs.
He says any profit comes from
the sales of sundries, nontextbooks, and Purple and
Gold merchandise.
The problem, says Jim
McCutcheon, Laurier's 8.8.A.
Director, is not that anyone is
making a large profit on any
textbook, but that "the costs of
production are so high, and
when you have a small
market, those costs are not
spread out." In other words,
with the Bookstore making
20%, the author getting only 5
to 15%, and the publisher get-

ting somewhere in between,
the bulk of the cost to the student is simply paper and printing costs.
In addition, if a Canadian
textbook is used at three or
four Canadian universities
(generally, Canadian students
like to use textbooks that are
geared towards Canada, but
these texts largely are not used

outside the country) and fifty
students per university take

Dr. Michael Moore, an
English professor who has
written his own text, says
"Professors do care about cost,
although there is a difference
between 'ideal' and 'good
enough'. Most are more aware
of cost now than they were
five or seven years ago."
Dr. Paul Tiessen, head of the
English department, says that
he has in fact decided against
using certain books in a course
because of the cost. He also

says that sometimes this
means that the book chosen is
less than ideal for the course.
There are other options rather
than just vetoing a book: the
professor can get permission
to use some of the book in the
course. Kinko's or the Bookstore will then produce copies
and these can then be sold at a
fraction of the price of a whole
textbook. Jim McCutcheon
also says that McGraw-Hill
has come up with something

called a 'modular textbook', in
which ten or twelve individual
chapters can be chosen by the
professor out of a total of
about sixty, and these chapters
will then be made into a 'personalized' text, which saves
some cost of superfluous
chapters.
However, these options are
either not available to, or not
pursued by many professors,
leaving students to bear the
costs of books alone.

High Costs Of

Production Are Not
Spread Out
the course, that's less than 200
texts that are sold in order to
make the venture break even,
the price of the text is going to
be high.
-

But it doesn't have to be, and
you don't necessarily need all
three of the texts that your
professor says you do. Some
professors do consider the cost
of the texts that they specify,
and will reduce or change their
textbook list based on the cost
factor.

Laurier AIESEC'ers Win
National Award In Regina The Competitive Factor:
With textbooks it's high cost/low volume

By Tim Bartkiw

While most people were recovering on New Year's Day, representatives from WLU's chapter of AIESEC were on a long
bus ride to Regina, the site of this year's annual AIESEC National Conference. These Laurier students who attended this 5
day event did not return home to Waterloo empty-handed, as
they received a plaque in recognition of their distinct achievement.

AIESEC-WLU was awarded "Best International Project", for
the undertaking of a very large and comprehensive exchange
program with Japanese students. Last spring, a large delegation
of students from Kwansei Gakuin University in Osaka, Japan,
received the hospitality of their Laurier hosts, and spent two
and a half weeks touring Ontario and Quebec. As well as taking in a lot of Canadian culture (and nightlife), the students
studied prospects for Japanese investment in Canada. Some
corporations toured included: Mitsubishi, Alcan (in Montreal),
Brick Brewery, and GM (in Oshawa).

"twinned" with UCLA for marketing). KGU is currently
making plans to return the favor we have shown them. Plans
are underway for about 15-20 students from WLU to go to
Japan in August of this year. An academic and business related
theme will be chosen for the tour. AIESEC likes to have some
learning mixed with their parties.

The Canadian Way.

CMA Society Displays "A Really Slick Show"
By: Tim Bartkiw
The fact that quality accountants are in
demand shouldn't be news to anybody. However, the nature of the profession is changing,
particularly in the management accounting
field. Increasingly, companies are requiring
their CMA's to function as the accounting arm
of management. In other words, CMA's arc
now finding themselves as members of the
decision-making team, rather than simply
being information-providers to those in power.
In response to this evolution, the CMA
society has dramatically enhanced their professional program. The new program which
came into effect on September 1, 1990 includes a Pre-Professional Requirement, and an
Accredition Process. The plan is to answer
growing employer needs for effective decision
makers, through a blending of academic training and managerial experience.
Wilfrid Laurier University, and its large
business school, plays an integral part in this
new process. The Society has arranged for a
-

-

WLU is "twinned" with KGU in Japan as well as other universities, depending on certain activities (eg.Laurier is

-

certain number of spots in WLU's Diploma in
Accounting to be reserved for members of the
Society, so that they can fulfill their preprofessional academic requirement. The Diploma provides all this in one year of full-time
studies.
The CM A people are holding their third annual COMPETITIVE FACTOR on Tuesday,
January 29th, at 7pm here at WLU in the
Theatre Auditorium. There Will be several
CMA's from the K-W area, as well as faculty,
and special guest speakers. Rumour has it that
it's a rather slick presentation they put on a
good show! The society spends about $10,CKK)
on this so you can appreciate that they mean
Business! They have a reception afterwards,
which involves free food and beverages (Yep,
that's right), and you might be able to snag
other free stuff too.
It's a great opportunity to put those networking skills to work, and enjoy the reception
afterward. Definitely a must-attend for all
accountant-types, and for lost souls looking for
a respectable career to pursue.
-
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The Trouble With Biz-Women
Comment by:

James Neilson
Okay twenty-five people in this
room definitely have a penis! As
for the other fifteen I'm not quite
sure. I think they do, but their
hair is generally longer and they
smell better than me. Why do I
have this sneaking suspicion that
there are very few women in my

business classes?!

Could it be that....
A) The Torque Room coffee
wasn't strong enough and I'm
just having a bad dream?
B) Most of us thought Pete
Townsend was a guy? Apparently he "knows what it is like to
be a woman". If Pete's not a
male we're really not sure about
anybody.
C) All the supposed women in
my class talk about themselves
like they are men?

D) Some, none

and/or all of the

above.
Most people would be forced
to answer C as the rest are quite
silly. Yet one would wager that
most people are still a little confused. How can women talk about
themselves like they are men?
Believe me, it is so easy they
don't even seem to know they're
doing it.
In business we're about an
even split of men and women.
About twenty-five males to fifteen females in my third year
core. From day one in first year
we've been treated as equals because we've always been equals.
I've had male professors and female professors. The same goes
for teaching assistants. We're all
capable and competent at what
we do. We're all here to learn
how to become middle to upper
level managers.
In learning how to do this, our

this style of "his/her" writing. Unfortunately law, taxation and insurance related courses have been
very slow at getting these new

professors speak often of a
theoretical "manager" and what
he would do in whatever situations he encounters. As students
we give our opinions of what the
manager should do and how he
would behave under certain circumstances. The odd thing is
most of the women in my class
use the male description of the
manager too. What are all the females taking degrees in business
for? They can't all be executive
secretaries making coffee for the

texts.

The females in business have
to assert themselves. That or they
have to start growing beards and
admitting to the fact that they've
chosen to be males. When a
professor goes on about how the

male manager should handle
something it's as easy as stating
your opinion with a "she". Come
on! Have some pride and stand
up! If this kind of 'radical feminism' is too much for you, be
completely equal-minded and
give up a "he or she." Those two
little extra words would mean a
lot to me and they should mean
even more to you. In addition go
out and buy a lug a mug, hug a
dog (not a Rottweiller) and make
the world a better place. Go forth
freely and spread your essence!

men.

Women rarely acknowledge the
fact that these theoretical managers can be female. Gender
neutral language may be a little
harder to use but with some practice you can get used to it.
WLU's Senate "strongly recommends" that gender neutral language be used. Things are getting
better as more and more
textbooks are being put out with

Listen Up!!!
Think about all those important journalists at The Globe and Mail or The Financial Post. Think about
how important their words are to the people who run this country (ie. those who read the Globe). OK,
don't think about their salaries we journalists are a pure breed, and money corrupts.
What I'm getting at is this: The Cord is a great place to begin your writing career. Those of you who
know the ins and outs of business and economics (Gee, are there any at Laurier?), and can also write
well, are in shortage. If you are of this breed, then come flaunt it. Write for The Cord it's an addic-

In Biz-Core: Dreaming about being a MANager
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Media: truth or propaganda?
Do you have roommates that do this? You come out of your room to take a break from homework
or sleeping or playing under-the-bed lint soccer and you walk to the living room to watch a bit of the
tube. Your roomies are watching news on the Gulf War and have been doing so for several hours.
You ask them what is going on and they sum up in one or two sentences what they have been watching for two or three hours. This isn't their fault; it's the fault of the media.
While the media have been reporting on a very worthwhile event, they have done it in a less than
responsible manner. A glaring example is the reporting of the initial Iraqi attack on Israel. The
networks first wondered if chemical weapons were in the missiles. They then said 'sources'
suspected that there were chemicals in the warheads and later reported that chemical weapons were
indeed used in the attack on Israel. Israeli citizens were shown putting on gas masks and taking
shelter; a worthwhile precaution but by showing this the media implied that chemical weapons were
used.
Later, media reports confirmed that in fact there were no chemical weapons involved in the attack
on Israel.
Thanks for the information. Or lack of it. Or lack of correct information.
In reporting unsubstantiated stories, or in other words, rumours, the media is misleading and lying
to the public about things they have no concrete information about. They report without proof. This
can have drastic consequences. For example, the latest photographs and video being released by Iraq
in regards to Prisoners of War have caused great concern in other countries. The media is a very powerful weapon and such ideas as mass hysteria are not at all out of the question. It is the media's responsibility to report only the facts, and leave the rumours to others. We hear enough rumours and
stories throughout the day, we should be able to go home at night and find out exactly what is going
on with the war.
Of course, the profit factor influences the media's reliabiltity and performance. The scarier, more
bombastic and bloody the stories are, the higher the ratings and the higher the piles of cash to be
made becomes.
Perhaps the greatest example of how profitable war news gathering can be has been shown by
Atlanta-based CNN. Their coverage during last week made them the envy of the media world. CNN
reports were deemed to be so important that MacLean Hunter Cable T.V. decided to unscramble the
CNN signal for a couple of days. The response was tremendous. They received about 1800 new subscriptions to packages including CNN. Not bad for a couple of days work.
Constant lengthening of the news reports by calling in "experts" on everything from warhead
materials to Arab toiletry customs are attempts to keep the viewer tuned in, afraid of missing that
next report. Held by fear of the unknown, by opinions of those who know so very little.
The news that we do recieve is even circumspect. Reports are provided by the military brass who
choose what should be told to the public and are carefully screened before they are broadcast on
Western television and in Western newspapers.
In the novel Generals Die in Bed, the use of propaganda was clearly shown. Troops had been told
prior to an early morning attack on the front line that an allied hospital ship had been bombed by the
Germans, killing all on board. With that knowledge burning in their minds, they were able to make
the gruesome task of hand-to-hand combat seem less horrible. The story, of course, had been false.
The media was not created just to make hoards and hoards of monies; it was created to provide,
responsibly, people with information about what is going on. This responsibility is even more paramount in a situation like the Mid-East Crisis or, in fact, any crisis.
Perhaps as the Crisis continues on and on we'll see that more and more there is another less physically harmful but more ethically subversive crisis. The crisis will not be thousands of miles away-it
will be in our homes. The crisis will not claim our lives but it will claim our abilities to perceive fact
and fiction. The crisis will be a result of the thing you now hold in your little hands. The crisis will be
in the media as that all it stands for shall be tossed out the window. The crisis is truth.
Editorial topics are approved by the Editorial Board of The Cord and are independent of the university, the Students' Union and the Student Publications Board of Directors.
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Don't be misled The Question
by propaganda of the Week
Since war broke out in the
Gulf, the public has been continually shocked at the actions
taken by Iraq, from the shooting
down of Allied aircraft to the
abuse of prisoners of war.
I believe that the source of our
outrage comes less from Iraq then
from the media. I include participating governments in the media,
since some information does filter
down to the public.
The media has succeeded in
oversimplifying the concept of
war. It is being treated as a
Rambo movie where the good
guy destroys the bad guy and escapes unscathed.
Since this is the real world no
one escapes the wraith of war.
We are naturally upset when this
simple model breaks down. The
oversimplifying of war can be
seen as just another type of
propaganda which bolsters public
support of the war effort.

Letters to the Editor

What method would you choose to
resolve the war in the Gulf?

Letters are welcome from all members of the WLU community,
All submissions must be within 400 words and bear the author's
real name and phone number for verification. Names may be
withheld by request. The Cord will print as many letters as
space allows unless the letter is deemed potentially libellous, or
attempts to incite hatred or violence towards individuals or
identifiable groups including women, men, lesbians and gays,
ethnic and religious groups, and people with a disability.

by Gail Cockburn, Tim Sullivan

and Darcelle Hall

--

Propaganda is freely used by
both sides during a war. Before
one can form any type of opinion
concerning war, the screen of
propaganda

must

be

seen

through.
At this moment Iraq is being
accused of acting uncivilly
towards Allied prisoners of war.
One should take into consideration that war itself is not civil, in
fact it is the highest level of barbarity attainable by human-kind.
When one supports war, all the

ramifications of war must be
taken in stride. This is an unfortunate situation but so is the
war.

It is not the purpose of this
letter to debate whether or not the
war is just. The United Nations
have made their decision and we
have to live by it. We do have the
choice though to see what war is
actually like and not to be misled
by the media.

Have Bush challenge Saddam to a video game competition.
Thea Miller
Third Year

Sheldon Page

Thanks to the Services
I wish to take this opportunity to
thank one and all for their participation in this year's "Student Services Fair" held in the "Concourse" on Tuesday, January 8,

1991.
Free pens, free pop (thanks,
"Kitchener Beverages") and free

balloons were enjoyed by many.
A draw for gift certificates
generously donated by area
restaurants was held in the Dining
Hall today (January 9, ed.), with
the following winners:
Brenda Ransome, Belberry St.

Thanks again...
Undoubtedly, January 15th will
go down as the greatest alluniversity learning experience at
Wilfrid Laurier University this
academic year. Lev Gonick, a
host of students, and faculty and
staff are to be commended for the

numerous detailed arrangements
made for its success.
Sincerely,
John F. Peters, Ph.D.
Professor Department of
Sociology and Anthropology

Bar & Grill
Scott Marnoch, McGinnis Landing
Pete Reaume, Reuben & Wong
Marc Van Es, Phil's Grandson's

Place
Judy Roy, Fastbreaks

Have a naked Twister
party.

John Pierce
Fourth Year

Again, many thanks and hope to
see you next year!

Sincerely,
Wendie Kirk
Front line shootout at the

skydome.

Letters

continue...

Paul Lowndes
Fourth Year

T.V.

Lounge

PINK
Thanks for coming out
INK

by D.O.S. Weeden
"How did you know you were gay? When did
you become gay? Are you ever going to be
straight?" These are the most common questions I
am asked when someone finds out that I am gay.
I do not know how I finally came to realize that
I was gay. Like many gay men I dated women and
even had a good long term relationship. I did not
just wake up one day and say "I'm gay." The recognition of my sexuality was a long process that I was
not even aware of throughout most of it.
It was not until I was twenty before I realized
who I was. But that is not when I became gay.
Thinking back now, I see how my homosexuality
began to manifest itself early in my life. I always
was gay. So why did I not realize it sooner?
Society and personal environments constantly
expose us to the "ideal" life or lifestyle. When I entered the period of my life when people normally
begin dating and becoming sexually active I started
to date girls, that's what fourteen
year old boys are
supposed to do.
It wasn't until after I had met my first gay person that I realized there was a choice. Until that
time the only gay people I had heard of were
one or
wo characters from T.V. sitcoms. They were
portrayed as nelly queens and the implication was

that there were not many of them around.
Now it is rare that you will turn on the T.V. and
not hear the word gay at least once in a day. As
society becomes more accepting and understanding
it becomes easier for young people to be comfortable with feelings they have which are not
"normal".
Will I ever be straight again? No. I have come
to realize that I am gay. My relationships with
women are not regretted or forgotten, indeed they
were quite necessary for me in my search for who I
really was. For me that decision came easier than to
some. For people who feel they are honestly
bisexual, life can be more difficult and the choices
and decisions to be made can pose great problems.
This is the story of my coming out. In many
ways it is not atypical from the stories of many
other gays and lesbians. In the following weeks I
will deal with issues concerning the recognition and
understanding of one's own sexuality and the coming out process.

Have a WWF challenge in

the desert.
Prof. Kelly DeVries

Ten round boxing match
winner takes all.

Jeff O'Neil
Fourth Year

The views expressed by the author of Pink Ink are
his own and are not necessarily representative

of

the Cord staff, WLUSU, or the WLUSP Board of

Directors.
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Don't protest "necessary" war

Opinionby

JonathHris

man barricades around External

On the news and at the school
here, I keep seeing anti-war
protesters and worse, antiAmerican protesters. Forming hu-

Affairs in Ottawa, picketing
American embassies and letterwriting is not going to work. Canada and the other allied coalition
members have committed them-

rom Yestrday

NotesF

The Beatles, Radio Laurier
and immigration debates
by Sandra Addario
-

Selections from past Cords

-

From 1963:
□ Music

by the Beatles was considered "primitive" and proof that the
human mind rested in the "cultural gutter".
□ Carleton University students burn the Quebec provincial flag during half-time of a Carleton-Ottawa University football game.

From 1975:

□ Debates regarding immigration: is it a moral obligation or the road
to racism? One of the conclusions made was that Canada has always
opened its arms to immigrants and never admitted racist attitudes because we thought that this would make us distinct from the U.S..

From 1980:
□ A tribute was made to the recently shut-down CILR (Radio
Laurier). It was originally a part of Radio Waterloo (CKMS), but split
in 1972 due to differences in broadcasting approach. Speakers for
broadcasting were in the Torque Room and residences. Both students
and non-students listened to CILR until 1975, when the CRTC made
a ruling which demanded that all studios broadcasting on cable secure
a license. By 1978, the CRTC had refused CILR a license twice. The
programming was up to standard, but the Board of Directors was not
all-Canadian (a prerequisite). Without cable transmission, the
listenership dwindled. CILR was closed down on September 20,
1980.

selves irreversibly to war.
Shouting "pull troops out
now" is a waste of energy. Even
if Canada was to change its mind
about participating in this war,
that would not stop the Americans who have a preponderance
of power in the Persian Gulf
anyway. The last poll I saw, a
couple of days ago, showed 76%

Dean Slater

Tucked away in a brain jangling, hard rockin'
album by Styx there's a relatively gentle ballad

called "Show Me The Way". The first few lines go
like this:

Every night I say a prayer
In the hopes that there's a heaven
But every day I'm more confused
As the saints turn into sinners
All the heroes and legends I knew as a child
Have fallen to idols of clay
And Ifeel this empty place inside
So afraid that I've lost my faith
Show me the way, show me the way
Take me tonight to the river and wash my illusions
away
Please show me the way

There's a place for creative angst in all of us.
This song doesn't redefine music for our time and it
certainly doesn't open vast new areas of thought.
But, it reminds us that, bright as we may be in our
chosen subject, we often operate with a value system that's woefully underdeveloped.
There's certainly no scarcity of highly placed
people in our world who are the ethical equivalent
of a bull in a china shop. Most of us, however,
don't "value" this kind of malevolence. We're just
not too sure what we do value. We've never
thought about it that m ich.
It's more likely that the first real challenge to a
rudimentary value system will cause it to crack and
collapse. Nothing is clear anymore, nothing is cut
and dried. Aggressors, defenders, sinners and saints
are hard to separate. Everything is confusing.
And, of course, this challenging, this breaking
down of value systems that don't "work" in human
community is a good thing. This kind of muddle,
you might say, is the beginning of wisdom. It's
time to recognize that something is gone and
wonder what can replace it."And I feel this empty

-

world-wide terrorism. Look also

at the history of the politics of the
region.
Nor do the protesters think of

what the future might have
brought. Five years down the
of Americans supporting their road, with nuclear weapons techcountry's war effort.
nology, do you think that Iraq
At the Turret on Jan. 15th, I would have stopped after invadheard all too many speakers say ing Kuwait. I'm not a prophet but
that this war was "blood for oil", I don't believe so. Saddam had
American meddling, "none of our already vowed to use whatever
business" and the like. Well, anyweapon he has at his disposal to
thing other than intervention by hold on to occupied Kuwait
one of the few nations that could,
And Israel. Was Iraq not lookwould have been reward for Iraqi ing for an opportunity to attack it,
aggression.
neutral though it was in this conThis war, admittedly sadly, is flict, in the name of the
necessary. Too many people Palestinians. The Americans and
(speakers at the Turret for inan assortment of other nations apstance) see only the emotional propriately moved in to stop Iraqi
side of the issue: invasion, death aggression, under the auspices of
and destruction. However, this is- the United Nations, before Iraq
sue must be viewed analytically
was able to make further war in
as well.
the Mid East.
Look at Saddam Hussein and
Finally, I suggest that con-

tinued

economic sanctions
without aggression used would
only serve to starve the civilian
population (not the military mind
you) to a point where Iraq
would
have launched an attack on blockading forces and war would have
occurred anyway. The starvation
of his people would have given
him a sound political excuse to go
to war.

We have seen how obstinate
Saddam Hussein is about keeping
Kuwait. Force would have been
necessary in the long run after
billions and billions of dollars
spent more so with a quick war.
Under the current scenario, more
civilian lives will be spared since
military installations only have
been targeted and presumably
Iraqis will have food sooner.
The coalition forces, with superior technology, will succeed in
freeing Kuwait and knocking out
Iraqi offensive capability. In the
meantime, support your nation,
the Americans and the coalition,
and wish for a speedy end to this
necessary war.
—

Terrible toilet troubles
Letters
...continued
Imagine this: it is lunch time;
you go to the Dining Hall, Torque
Room or Wilf s to replenish your
rumbling stomach.

Show me the way
Opinion by

the fundamentalist religion of that
region. He has called for a holy
war against America and its supporters
that includes a call for

place inside."
All this "value" talk is directly related to Wilfrid
Laurier University. A university has got to be more
than just a place to "learn a subject". It has traditionally been, and I hope will always be, a place of
ferment; a place where values and ethics are questioned; a place to build up community values that
work. "Show me the way. Take me to the river and
wash my illusions away."
Solid value systems, I think, are built on risk.
Students and professors risk hard value questions in
class. There's a risk in challenging sexist behaviour, in pushing a student group to honestly
state its values, in pushing the student newspaper to
define its goals, what it really values in publishing
each week, in pushing the university administration
to go through the same process. The second part of
that "risk" is equally critical. Once you ask the hard
"Value" questions, you have to really listen to the
answers.
When I entered university I really felt that this
was going to be a time when I could check all this
stuff about values at the door and just boogey. I
tried. I really tried.
But, there was "this empty place inside" and
pretty soon "getting an education" had as much to
do with forming and re-forming values as it had to
do with getting credits and sliding into a good job

afterwards.
When I look at the controversies that ebb and
flow around this and most other universities, it
seems to me we're talking about community values.
It's good that we're talking about community
values. It's good that we're talking.
"Show me the way, show me the way. Give me
the strength and courage to believe I'll get there
someday."
That, I think, is what we can hope for from this
place.
Dean Salter is the United Church Chaplain to Wilfrid Laurier University and the University of Waterloo.

Before you join the long lineup you decide to satisfy that other
biological signal from deep
within the intestinal area.
You do your business and
happily leave the stall or urinal to
wash up and find something
tastey. Rinse rinse rinse. Soap
soap... soap?
Trying in vain to make one of
the half-dozen soap dispensers
relinquish its magical juices and
resign to "rinsing real well",
wiping your hands on your pants
(as there are also no paper towels)
and apprehensively go out to pick
your lunch with millions and millions of teeny tiny bacterial germ
thingies crawling around on your

hands.
Now, knowing that this happens to many of the people in the
line-up for food in this university,

I shudder at the idea of all of
these critters jumping around on
the food not only on our own
plates but on the edibles we in-

advertently come into contact
with as we pick our own.
I'm a man and I know that approximately 80% of the men's
washrooms in this university suffer from lack of adequate soap
dispensers. I've only been in a
few of the women's loos and I
know that they experience similar
problems
though some of my
informants tell of strange omnidirectional soap shooting dis--

pensers which are the bane of
their washroom visits.
Why is it so difficult to fill the
hand soap wells in the

washrooms of this institution? Is
it a nonreplenishable resource?
Can we ever eat with the comfort
of clean hands again? Do the staff
in Food Services also use the university washrooms and suffer
from the same dilemna?
A little soap isn't too much to
ask for is it?
Jerry Klondike

Campus car
In a University environment it
is expected that one would find
people with a reasonable amount
of intelligence. My wife and I
both take evening classes and are

quite impressed (for the most
part), with the day students we
meet.
You can imagine our disappointment when some mental
midget took a liking to the
chrome and plexiglass Chrysler
hood ornament on my wife's car

theft

while she attended classes recently. In all probability, it decorates
a shelf in a room which uses a
stolen Canadian flag for drapes.
If the perpetrator reads this
letter, (assuming that reading is
within their grasp), we hope you
enjoy a little of the car we
worked hard to purchase, it may
be the closest you ever get to
owning a quality vehicle.
Dennis Wallace

Please send us letters.
We get really lonely up here
and we need help before the
gargoyles begin their annexing
of the Cathedral.

Write, and do it soon.
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by J.R. Artinger

COMICS
STRANGE WAYS...

HAPPY MISTER BIGPANTS

By E.D RUSK

War-ialtus

FEATURE
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by Gail Cockburn

rational. What makes senseshowing no emotion when
I went to see Festival you are about to murder and
Laurier's presentation of perhaps be murdered- or
The Trojan Women last weeping and protesting as
Thursday night. As I left my the Trojan women did and
house the T.V. was spewing as some do today? I don't
more of its endless ring-side
coverage of the Gulf war
(or Desert Storm or
whatever we're supposed to
call it now). Peter or Bill or
Ted, (I'm not sure who it
was because I'd lost track
of who we were listening to
at that point) was interviewing a reporter who was
wearing a gas mask. The
sirens were warning people
to go to a sealed room and
stay put- whether they were
with their families or not.
Just stay calm, don't panic
and listen to your leaders
they were being told.

her fears and emotions said
at the Teach In, "Damn it, it
is an emotional issue." I
agree, how can it not be?
Yet most of the men who
sat around her, some retired
military types, looked at her

ing about what war does to
people, how it feels for
everyone involved? I know
that the people in Iraq were
just as afraid, terrified Wednesday night as the people
In Israel were Thursday

same war
It struck me that those
words of futile advice have
been repeated before, have
failed before and are failing
us now. How many people
before have been told to
stay calm while their
families were burnt by explosions, were buried by
rubble, while their homes
fell in ruins, their lands
scorched and their lives
devastated? How many
people have listened to thenleaders declare war on
people in far away places or
against neighbours, insisting that they (the people not
the leaders) do the right
thing, think (but not too
much) rationally and go out
there and get slaughtered
for the cause. It's been the
same (although not in all
places) for as long as we
have written records, probably even before. It hasn't
stopped yet and we may
even be getting worse- having more conflicts, pushing
more rhetoric down everyone's throats. I don't think
that the Theatre Laurier
organizers knew how timely
and shaking their play
would be. From the words
of our ancient past, from the
mouth of Euripides, "It's all
the same war".
It seems to me that this
policy of calm and detached
efficiency in the face of
pointless and avoidable
death and suffering is not

Make

Woman
courtesy
Stil

mean the type of emotion
that is falsely created by our
"leaders" urging our young
to lay their lives on the line
for whatever noble cause is

ascribed to at the time. I
mean putting emotion- real
human fears and sadness
back into our own creation
of unnatural and senseless
killing.
As is usually the case,
children /understand this
situation better than
politicians and journalists
do. Perhaps they are more
in touch with their feelings,
less afraid to say what they
feel. I watched seven year
olds' on T.V. saying with
truth and simplicity what a
large number of us have
repressed in favour of "rational action". They said
that war was bad, it killed
people, it was sad and it
made them afraid.

psychologi-

cal toll it takes on everyone.
Instead of thinking about
these things, we hear buzz
words, numbers and figures,
diagrams are shown, commands given, usually
without thought, remorse or
realization of the effects.

Have we changed
all that much?

Movies

It's all the

worst of all the

as if she were crazed. How
dare she get upset at war, at

death, at children dying, at
destruction of a people, a
land?
,

But who's talking
about people?

For now, I don't want to
get into the logistics, or the
arguments of who's right,
did we create the "monster"
by arming him, not caring
as long as he fought our
enemy (although he was
chemical bombing his own
people at that time too). I
won't analyze why Bush is
pushing for peace invthe
Baltics but is waging war in
the Middle East. I don't
want to discuss why America didn't intervene in other
cases of occupation, aggression, oppression. I don't
care who is the bigger
War is an
monster right now, who will
emotional issue
burn in hell the longest. I
think the T.V., and newspaper journalists, the
politicians and "experts"
wise
women
I have all done a good job
A very
recently met, a woman who analyzing, strategizing and
was not afraid to speak of predicting. But who is talk-

night. They all love their

families, have/had lives and

want to grow old. I remem-

ber meeting people when I
was in the Middle East. All
of them, from different
countries were caring,
laughing people who are
probably all terrified right

If we thought at all, we
may not be so hasty to attack, kill. Did you know
that about half the population of Iraq is under fifteen,
children? Some of them
won't grow up because of
this war. I thought of that
during the play as Queen
Hecuba's grandchild was
killed because he was the
child of an enemy. Have we
changed all that much? Did
you know that old people
died in Israel during the attack? They were panicked,
couldn't understand how to
work the gas masks and suffocated. Some young people
from the Western nations
may not return home,
maybe even Canadians will
be killed (how many hundred body bags did we order?).

now.

I get pissed off when all
I hear the media and the
politicians saying is "This
number of this type of
bomber/jet/missile/ship/tank
was used in this case. The
capacity of it/them is x, the
range is y, if we're accurate
it will fall in the middle of
z." We are distanced from
what is actually happening
by the use of such neutral,
technocratic language. Who
lives in z? How many
people will be killed bjix or
y? What do you think its
like to hear the bombers fly
over, "carpet" bombingleveling everything in your
city? Can we imagine the
fear, never having lived
through it? My friend's
mum can, she lived in
Europe during the Second
World War; she cried when
she heard the news. My
landlord also remembers
war, the devastation, the
loss of life, the horror and

We all pay for war

What we need to do is
put people and emotion
back into the picture, not
the leaders and their
rhetoric but the ones who
are affected by and pay for
(in many ways) a war. That
includes you and me. I'm
paying, not only in
monetary terms (taxes, cuts
to social programs...) but in
psychological terms. I'm
not afraid to admit it, war
upsets me, scares me, saddens me and makes me
angry. I wish we could
make our leaders go see
The Trojan Women, maybe,
just maybe they would
glean some ancient wisdom
that could make our lives
less horrific.

the cord
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The hidden agenda
What's really going down in Baghdad

Part One of Two
By Chris Jhaj

The western public,
through bitter experience
lost long ago their naivet6
concerning U.S. political
"doublespeak" in foreign affairs, and campaigns
worldwide. Few believe that
the primary motivation for
the U.S.-Iraq war is a genuine U.S. concern for human
rights within fledgling
"democratic-regimes".

"speculate" about some of
these agendas
The West has historically
pursued openly imperialist
foreign policies in the
strategically sensitive Middle East. The arbitrary British delineation of borders in
this region in 1922 created
artificial "nations". The
major factor in the British
creation of these borders
was a concern for the continuing future political and
economic hegemony of the
Western powers. The borders created an unequal
division of wealth and
power- a divisive issue
which ensured conflict between the Arab states. This
guaranteed political disarray
in the Middle East, and
sabotaged future attempts at
unification into a powerbloc (divide and conquer
strategy)-thus ensuring
resources to oil thirsty
Western industries, and undermining any future challenges to the West's

OPEC cartel. The west can
pressure Kuwait to produce
oil over OPEC quota'skeeping world oil prices
low-this has a far more
severe impact on the more
populous oil nations as the
oil money per capita is
spread far more thinly.
The U.S. today follows a
similar foreign policy, and
goals in the Middle East as
the British did earlier this
Regimes
century.
favourable to Washington
are propped up (Shah of
Iran, Amir of Kuwait), and
those regimes with
antipathy to the West are
destabilized (KhomeiniIran, Qaddafi-Libya). The
U.S. imports more than
50% of its oil- and pumped
79.7% of its entire Security
and Military Assistance
budget(l977-1984) into the
region. Slightly less than
1/2 of that went to Israelstill leaving a significant
portion of the total budget
to stabilize and destabilize
supremacy.
as seen fit.
The creation of Kuwait
That this region is seen
was a textbook example of as important to the U.S. is
this policy. By creating

Iraq (CIA

report to congress). Why the U.S.
stampede to attack Iraq? We
are all partially aware of the
not so hidden politicaleconomic agendas that have

historically shaped Western
foreign policy in this

region. These have now

"compelled" President Bush
to militaristic action. Let's

i. give it diplomatic
leverage in consolidating an
Arab front, thus weakening
the Western influence.
ii. enforce OPEC quotas,
thus driving up oil prices,
endangering the economic
wellbeing of the West's
economy.
iii. be a danger to Israelthus middle eastern stability
and possibly a threat to
world peace.
The U.S. had projected
that Iraq would have a
nuclear capability within 45 years. Indeed in 1981 Israel led a totally unprovoked attack upon an
Iraqi nuclear reactor
(CANDU) in stages of construction and destroyed it.
This action admits an open
state of war between Israel
and Iraq. (U.N. security
council resolutions condemned this act).

Iraq's claim to
Kuwait started
in 1923

Why weren't
sanctions given
a chance?
With the cynical words
"The liberation of Kuwait
has begun...", Marlin
Fitzwater officially informed the world of the
U.S. attack on Iraq. This attack occurred less than 20
hours after the U.N. deadline had passed. Why the
hurry? Why was the resolution allowing the use of
force so quickly agreed
upon in November by the
U.N. security council? Why
were sanctions not given the
chance to resolve the situation peacefully, as is
normally the case? It was
known to the U.S. leadership that sanctions were
working effectively against

the military potential to:

such a small state with such
huge oil reserves, the envy
of the far more populous
"have-not" Arab states was
established. The establishment of a "royal family"
who thus had an enormous
economic interest in the
maintenance of their position and this envied state,
further entrenched dependence of this state on the
military might of Western
powers.

Pro American
regimes are

propped up
A pro West Arab
state with huge oil reserves
was created. This along
with other numerous unconscionable manipulations
has guaranteed the West oil,
and served to undermine the

an understatement. It is a
heavily monitored area fsattelite coverage) with foreign
policy papers (and specific
strategies) worked out long
in advance. Thus the U.S.

had projected that Iraq
could be a source of trouble
years ago. The U.S. hopes,
during the Iran-Iraq war
(which they fueled) were
that both sides would end
up destroying each other's
military arsenals and infrastructure. A great deal of
war machinery was
destroyed (conservative
estimates of deaths are 1
million), however Iraq with
the financial aid of several
Arab nations (especially
Kuwait) has rebolstered its
military. The U.S. for years
has perceived Hussein and
his military strength as a
threat to Western interests
in this region.
The U.S. considers Iraq a
dangerous nation as it has

The U.S. realizing Hussein was uncontrollable
(from a western standpoint),
and within 4-5 years of
nuclear capability, with formidable conventional
forces-knew actions would
have to be undertaken not
necessarily to remove Hussein from power, but to
destroy the country's capacity for effective warfare.
The U.S. knew of Iraq's
massive troop movements
at least one week in ad-

vance of the Kuwaiti occupation. Iraq also inquired
(from their White House
contact of the Iran-Iraq
war), six days in advance of
this invasion, what the U.S.
position on a border conflict
would be. This is the official U.S. public position on
this call-far more was probably discussed. Iraq has as-

serted since 1923 that it has
legitimate historical rights
to Kuwait, indeed the British have had to protect
Kuwaiti sovereignty from
Iraq on at least three occasions.

The U.S. wanted
Iraq to invade
Kuwait
Given that the U.S. had
sattelite coverage of troop
conversions, and had
received a call from Iraq inquiring as to the U.S. position on a possible invasion,
it reasonably follows that
the U.S. was hoping that
Iraq would attack Kuwait.
The White House position
presented to Hussein was
that the U.S. had no position on an Arab-Arab border conflict-this was clearly
a signal giving Hussein the
go ahead to attackindicating that no U.S. action would be taken.
The invasion of Kuwait
was a great boon to the
Western foreign policy motives of the U.S. What better opportunity to resolve
the dilemma of a powerful
Iraqi military infrastructure?
Thus the U.S. set out with a
hidden (but obvious)
agenda from the start, that
precluded any peaceful
resolution to the IraqKuwait problem.
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To all H.P.R.C's. Yearning for some
bad ove poetry. Hogs to you all.

H.P.R. Club, Hi Kelly, Linsay, Collin, Ian, Lynda, Alice, Alex and
Sulia. From Gunder
Of all the dons in Bouckcert Hall,
You are the greatest of them all.
When we need you, you are there,
Now it sour turn to show we care.
For all the floor parties, noisy halls
and problems too,
You always seem to pull us through.
Happy 21st Birthday Marisa, we owe
you a lonne,
Because number eleven, you're numberone!
Happy 21st Birthday to Marisa Braechia. Love Your B2 Crew.

The Canadian Federation of University Women Kitchener-Waterloo, is
asking for donations of books for it's
27th Annual Used Book Sale, to be
held April 5 & 6. Pick-up numbers
are 884-4866, 576-8645, 884-0633,
or8S c 1?17.
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dishwasher,

washed

2

+

bathrooms, front balcony, backyard
patio, plenty of parking. Call Rich for
more info, at 725-3574.
—

HOUSE FOR RENT: May-April, 5
people, washing machine
dryer,
dishwasher, fridge, stove, 1 1/2
bathrooms, lots of parking. Phone
725-3574.
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WORD PROCESSING? LOOK NO
FURTHER. FAST RELIABLE, ACCURATE SERVICE. REASONABLE RATES. CALL BETTY
886-6361.
~

Proffesional Word Processing by exPerienced secretary. Letter quality
Print ' On-campus pick-up, delivery.

Call Sharon. 656-3387.
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Call Marc 725-0249.
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FACTS ABOUT YOUR PEERS:
FACT: Over 170 Ontario
Quebec
university students managed jheir
business last summer - FACT: Their

Attention all Frosh and Ieebreakm!
Remember how much fun Frosh
was? Would you like to party
like that again? You can! The Tour

SilSit
geHi
your Frosh T-shirt and

gift certificates
j?MV
or tavia knowledge.

free -

avera g e net earnings (cash in pocket)
the summer of 1990 were
$10 200 - 0nl y 10% of them made
$ 5 .000 for the summer,
less
FACT: They continued to prove a
decade long track record in business.
FACT: These students all gained valuable management
recognized by all business schools and
>

expertise,

major corporations. FACT: Most
positions will be filled by the end of
January.
Management hiring now taking
place for the summer of 1991. to
ensure an early interview, please
call PAUL AT 656-3412.

given

See you

+

Laurier's Study Skills Program

presents a FREE workshop "Manag-

Nel

Ing Procrastination." Stm the
Year of right! Bring your lunch and
join us Tuesday January 29, 12:0012:45pm in room P3027/29. No pre-

s.

9

nece saryextension
or more information.

Is there someone that you wanted to
meet during Frosh Week and didn't?
Well here is your chance! FROSH
REUNION!! January 26 1991 in the

Turret at 8pm. Come out all Frosh
and Icebreakers! The Tour Continues

T"7
Pub he, Information
Night: TOPIC:
Dyslexia SPEAKER: Dr. Pat Bowers
n

I

.

7TT

WHEN: Wed. Jan. 30/91 TIME:
7:30pm WHERE: The Chapel,

St.Pauls College, Westmount Road
Waterloo. To reserve a seat call:
Learning Disabilities Association
743-9091 (free admission).
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DON T MISS IT!
CALL MICHELLE 747-4053
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The AIDS Committee of Cambridge,
Kitchener, Waterloo, and Area is offering a safer-sex discussion series

/

1/
Exoerience Northern Ontario TRFF
PLANTING. Potential to earn a full
summer's wage in six to eight weeks.
Phone Arbor International at (416)

463-4573.
HELP WANTED. Why pay to exercise? We'll pay you! We're looking
for people who want to earn extra

VV/V

°,r

replenish for Reading Week by working for the Alumni Association as a
Telemarketer. Earn good money and
talk with Alumni across North Amer-

petetive rates. Betty, 886-6361.
Quality word and graphic processing
for resumes, essays, presentations,
theses. 40 resume samples.
Macintosh laser printing. $2.80/page.
Words & Graphics, 119 University,

a

,

\ 16
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Weekly.
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Be Trim Weiaht Control Programis offered by dietitians at the K-W
,

for

>

1991.
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Word nrocessine Fast accurate reli•
I,
r,
ui
able
service. Letter quality at com-

26,
Call 743-5206 to register.
One year comm.tment requtred.
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f

3857.

person who is 20 years of age or
older and can give three hours a week
to a child, then we need you. Big
Sister training begins Tuesday, Feb.

•,
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T
deals with
Hospital. It

15

''

Pens. Non-smokers preferred.
$1500/mo plus utilities. 745-2898.

WORD PROCESSING: fast, accurate, will make spelling and minor
grammar corrections. (English Grad).
Laser printer. Call Suzanne at 886-

Sisters require volunteers to befriend
girls and boys. If you are a caring

u

-

0

Experienced typist will take care of
all your typing needs. Fast efficient
semce Westmount-Erb area. Phone
886-7153.
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Apartment available in May with optlon t0 lease in September. Suitable
for 2 or 3 people. $660.00 per month,
including utilities. Ten minute walk

l|1

NEED BIG SISTERS
Kitchener-Wa'erloo and area
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Pool. Hot Tub. Partially Furnished.
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Kelly, Hi you cool person. Vinnie

V~
Vin-

3 bedroom
Large
apt. Parking and laundry facilities
available. 10 min. away from WLU
an( J centrally located (close to Beer
Store, Restaurants and Dutch Boy).
To be sublet as soon as possible. Rent
js $226.00 a month including utilities.
7 "'
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY VAL & LISA!!
Hope neither one of you end up
sleeping on the bathroom floor! Luv
your sensible & reponsible
housemates.
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facilities, storage area and parking
available. If interested call 747-4247.
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audience and all those who supported
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THANK-YOU! To all east, crew
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lifetime of gaining and losing weight.
To help you get started, we're offering the first session free. Please join
us. Free introductory sessions arc
Monday.
28 at 7:00 p.m. or
Wednesday.
30 at 7:TO o. m
■>
•
u™,v,„i a
o A
t
at the K-W Hospital
Auditorium,
2nd
floor. Enrollment limited.
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rnodifiying behaviorj and understanding eating. In just weeks, this
course can help you to develop a life-\
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ads
7
cents/word, Businesses:
10
cents/word.Deadline: Mondays at
NOON, in the offices of The Cord
Weekly.

Classified

money in their spare time on Wednesday evenings or Thursday morni ngs delivering the Waterloo
Chronicle in areas around the University- The more work you can handle
the more money y° u can make.
ase cal1 886-2830, 9:00 am to 5:00
P™.

P^

Wanl some MONEY!! Did the
Christmas Break bankrupt your accounts? If yes, then you
need to
J

for men who have sex with men. The
series be 8 bs Thursday evening, Jan-

information' caS

ATTENTION SPORTCARD COLLECTORS. Phone our 24hr recorded
answering machine at (519) 894-

mwe
Mark at 741.8300. Confidentially as-

on most brands of hockey, baseball,
foo lba11 and sin 8les - Free delivery for

Wednesday Night Eucharist Service,
Seminary Chapel, 10:00 pm. Everyone Welcome! Lutheran Campus
Ministry Waterloo

0530 (Kitchener) for amazing savings
students
,

-

sured

-

SURPRISE SOMEONE. Rent a
lifesize sign any occasion. Create
GETEM
your own message
-

CARDS 747-5717.
Bedroom furniture for sale: 1 Large
desk (good for student or child) $50,

rt Xherapy Institute oflers a two year training program in
Therapy which grants a diploma.
Individuals interested in a Masters
a~
offered in cotion with usl Col]ege should
our office (416)
Student workshops. January
>

r^ e joronlo

otpp
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cS-t
MSS
for
(or best

or the complete set
$250.
offer) If interested call Roxanne at

725-5269 (after 6pm).
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THURSDAY

24

FRIDAY

25

SATURDAY

26

SUNDAY

27

MONDAY

28

WEDNESDAY
30
29

TUESDAY

University Chapel Worship Service at the Keffer Memorial

Night at Wilf's. Come
out and meet the team. 5:30 pm.

AIESEC

Cord staff meeting 2:30 pm.

Chapel, Waterloo Lutheran
Seminary 11:00 am.
Benefit concert for St. Mary's
Hospital featuring WLU Sax
Quartet, Vivaldi Trumpet Concerto, Minor Infraction Jazz
Choir and much much more.
Alrd Recital Hall at 3pm. Tickets $9 adult/ SS students and
seniors available at Info Booth

Amnesty International General
Meeting 5:30-7:00 in room 2E6-

Investment Launer in Concourse Re: Bay Street Games
'

.
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t au rier

in Con-

Street GamM
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SCENE
Trojan Women over acted
by Jana Watson
Theater Laurier's latest attempt at drama arrived last week
in the Theater Auditorium in the
form of a large, overblown horse
and slowly sank under the weight
' of itself.
The production was The
Trojan Women, a tragedy that
had great potential for pathos if it

had been able to reach the
audience. If...
To begin the play, the actors
stood around a fictitious excavation site while the audience was
being seated, which I thought was
a small stroke of directive genius.
These players were out of
costume of course, and were to
later appear as Trojan women.

As these players left the stage,
the play was introduced by a
thoughtful excavator looking
upon Troy as a lost society, fascinated by what it stood for, and
why it fell. This should have been
a crucial point in the play, but I
found myself tuning it out and not
letting him set atmosphere for
me. The actor could have used

I am told by the picture taker that Woody Alien does something linear like this in one of his
movies. Which one, I don't know
pic: Todd Orr

Band loves dancing
by Sarah Welstead
Man, this guy can sing!
In a time when acoustic,

"back to their roots" bands are
very much in vogue, it is refreshing to come across a band that
isn't afraid to play synth-pop
tunes, and has a vocalist who can
do these tunes justice.
Out Of This Came That
played Phil's last Wednesday.
For a band that has been together
for less than a year, and has had
the current drummer for two and
a half weeks, they put on a great
show, which managed to fill the

place

up on a night that is

normally slow.
Lead singer Roger Psutha's
voice and theatrical style are
largely the reasons for the success
of the band. Not only does he
have a good range, but the sound
of his voice is perfect for the
types of songs that the band performs, which include covers of
Devo, Depeche Mode and The
Smiths tunes. Psutha combines
this with a lot of energy (he not
only dances around the stage, but
often jumps down on the dancefloor to encourage others to
dance) which leaves the audience

no choice but to get involved with
the music. The band has two keyboardists, which allows it to
reproduce some of the effects
heard on the original versions of
the songs, and everyone can

recognize their favourites.
The band plays very tightly,
and with Psutha's voice holding
the whole thing together, one
wonders why the band has not
tried to come up with their own
music. The band says that it is
easier to break into the market if
you are playing cover songs.
"People want to know what they
are getting" they say. When the
band has some time off from the
touring circuit in March, they
hope to have more time to devote
to writing and putting together a

demo.

A

surfing bum-literally.

pic: Chico Galvez

In the meantime they have
been playing universities (they'll
be at the Turret next Thursday the
31st) and colleges almost continuously since the fall, and attracting a lot of attention. Proof
of this is that when Out Of This
Came That played at Phil's in December, there was only a lacklustre, small crowd. Last Wednesday saw a standing-room-only,
excited crowd at Phil's.
When asked for a quip ten
words or less in length, Roger
Psutha sums up what appears to
be the band's philosophy: "Live
to dance".

more of the stage and more range,
as he turned out to have the only
soliloquy in the play.
The play was well directed
but over-acted. There was a
chorus of women playing the
remaining women of the vanquished Troy. They are, under-

standably, distraught emotionally
about the loss of their husbands,
their children and their city. To
express their anger and frustration, the Trojan women wail and
cry throughout; this was overused
however,as near the end it unfortunately became almost comic
and prevented other dialogue
from being heard at certain times
throughout the performance.
Stage direction was good. The
audience was on all sides of the
stage but in no way did they box
in the energy of the actors. Unfortunately, a play such as this
does not call for tremendous energy from the entire cast. I
couldn't get over the feeling that
some of the chorus of Trojan
women just wanted to say "Look
at me, I'm acting".

An interesting aspect of the
play was the use of song to also

convey grief and despair. Although not all the Trojan Women
were great singers, this was more
emotionally moving than the consistent moaning.

Potential
for pathos
Subtle and moving performances were given by Laura
McLennan as Andromarche and
Kelly McFadzen as Hecuba.
These were the two characters
that were able to evoke the most
sympathy, emotion and respect
from the audience. The scene
where Andromarche loses her son
to the invaders is most poignant,
as she is able to lead the audience
to visualize all that was lost beforehand.
Continued on Page 20

Group denial film
by Jennifer Epps
Specialists in addiction studies refer to the family of addicted persons as people "in denial." They, like the characters in the fable about
the elephant which everyone sees, everyone steps around, and no-one
mentions, pretend the unpleasant obstruction simply doesn't exist
Now there's an award-winning German film by Michael Verhoeven
which focuses on a whole town in denial, and the elephant they are so

actively avoiding is the memory of the Third Reich.
The Nasty Girl is based on the true story of Anna Rosmus, a
young woman who set out, in her final year of high school, to write
an essay on the resistance of her hometown to Nazism. The only
resistance she uncovered, however, was toward her own investigations. The villagers' knee-jerk patriotic reactions led them to inflict
death threats, personal attacks, and stern censorship on the perceived
troublemaker; they didn't want to have to think about what their most
prominent members might have done. ("We had no concentration
camp here. They liked being there," says a character in the film.)

Knee-jerk patriotic reactions led to
death threats, personal attacks and
stern censorship
Verhoeven's script, which changes the setting to Pfilzing,
Bavaria, and renames the schoolgirl Sonja Rosenburger, shows Sonja
being harassed by beer-guzzling punks, ostracized by her neighbours,
and fervently prohibited access to the town files. She has to call upon
the media and the legal system just to do her research.
Verhoeven spins an entertaining tale of Sonja's young life.
Through flashbacks, we see her as a precocious prepubescent, being
handed the test questions in advance by teachers, not because she
needs them to succeed, but because her parents are among the
school's benefactors, and that's how the system works. We see her
winning a national essay contest and going on a field trip with the
finalists from other European countries; and we are treated to Pfilzing 's gushing over their famous darling. We then observe her
popularity dissipating when she tries for the contest second time,
with the new topic. And we watch her carrying the battle over several
years, through a marriage, the birth of her children, and efforts to
achieve a university degree.
By speaking directly into the camera at many points throughout
(the film, Sonja provides an amused running commentary that links
the separate episodes together and very effectively gets our attention.
(More importantly, Sonja's ione voice of reason almost certainly

Continued on Page 20
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Nasty Girl a bitter pill
exploits the
wide-angle lens more creatively
than many who have used it
recently, and the result is a series
of compositions that would be
striking still photographs. Editor
Barbara Hennings helps Verhoeven's incisive screenplay
whiz by, a collage of clues about
politics, ideologies, and human
nature.
Lena Stolze brings great
charisma to the part of Sonja, a
well-adjusted, clever, and perceptive girl. The narrative's breadth
allows Stolze to play Sonja as a
bright but unheroic teenager
going through the normal process
of growing up. Stolze carries herself differently depending on
Miss Rosenburger's developmencinematography

tal phase.
Characters are deftly sketched

with a few colourful strokes: Uncle Frank runs with pet pigeons
doggedly perched on his head;
Sonja's female classmates make a
shrine on an old tree by affixing
images of Christ, the Virgin
Mary, and their handsome substitute teacher. The casting fills

Uncle Frank with

pigeons on his head
the movie with memorable, indi-

vidualistic faces, and though
Stolze has a great deal of responsibility, she receives solid support
from Monika Baumgartner,
Michael Gahr, Hans-Reinhard
Muller, Michael Seyfried, and
many other performers.

This is holistic filmmakinghealing, pure, and all-embracing'
Verhoeven, who is definitely
not
related to Paul Verhoeven of Total Recall fame, was educated
as
a doctor. He has coated the
bitter
pill of The Nasty Girl
with
sugar, but he gives it to us with
a
no-nonsense bedside manner. He
knows his patients must be told
the truth. As he told Premiere
"if you repress something in you
mind, it comes out as disease."
That's why the brilliant conclusion of the film is uncompromising. "How can it end?" the 52year old German commented to
the magazine interviewer. "In
thirteen school years, I never had
one lesson about the Nazis."
Playing in German with
English subtitles at Cineplex
Cinemas in
Toronto.

Play's themes tragic
Continued from Page 19
needs motivation to keep speaking out. The camera is her key to
posterity, the conduit to an imaginary audience she desperately
needs for morale.
A number of theatrical and
cinematic devices complement
this non-naturalistic approach.
Bureaucrats sit at desks in front
of huge blow-ups of their offices,
as if to emphasize the mendacity

of what they're telling Sonja. Actors are directed to move in unusual ways in scenes that are
staged as imaginatively as the

best plays. When Sonja's family
discusses their predicament,
seated on an island of livingroom furniture, the picture is superimposed on a moving shot of a
crowded street, as if the Rosenburgers' most private moments
were on parade.
Axel
de

Roche's

-You've Found the Place

Continued from Page 19
Kelly McFadzen had a particularly demanding role to play as
Hecuba and rose to the call well.
Her stage presence was especially
impressive, as she was always arresting on stage though costumed
drably like the rest of the many
numbered chorus of Trojan
Women.
A possible problem with the
lack of talent in the drama could
be because Laurier has a chronic

problem with casting its theater
productions. Like most other

Tragedy of war
significant today
things at this school, the student
body as a whole is apathetic. It is

particularly tragic in this case,
however, because there is true

talent within the ranks of Theater
Laurier which is clouded by less
than satisfactory performances of
secondary players.
The play was well chosen by
the director, Leslie O'Dell. The
overpowering evidence of the
tragedy of war present in the play
is especially significant today and
this added a dimension to the performance that wouldn't have been
as significant had the play been
preformed a year ago.

"
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Katmandu: good band, no fans
talented band backing him up. An
array of lights flashed across the
smoke-filled stage as Katmandu
continued into their next song.
Six members, including a fine job
from saxophone and electric
piano, rounded out the sound
spectrum. From the crisp snap of
the snare-drum to the wailing of
the electric, Katmandu played to
a limited audience.
I started to feel embarrassed

by Stephen Gracey
Believe it or not, last Wednesday night Laurier had a live band
on campus. Katmandu, a Bob
Seger cover band, played the Turret. When my friends and I were
offered passes to see Katmandu
half an hour before show-time, I
had the feeling the show was far
from being sold out. We arrived
at the Turret at about 9:45 and my

intuitions were correct, the bar

for the Laurier music scene. Surely Katmandu was accustomed to
playing to much larger crowds
than the few patrons who trickled
into the Turret. It did not seem to
bother the band, as the lead singer
shared with the audience a little
rock 'n' roll wisdom, "It just goes
to show you, you don't need a big

was empty.

Katmandu hit the stage a little
after 10:00, and ripped into "Her
Sunt". Katmandu was first rate,
performing the song with flair.
The lead singer has a voice that
sounds as close to Bob Seger as
you'll ever get, with an equally

PEAKS

crowd to have a good time, just a

powerful one."
Excluding the bar staff,
friends of the band, and the stage
crew, there was a total of thirty
people (that is being generous)
present at any one time. The
people who did attend the show
seemed to be enjoying the entertainment, as were my friends and
I. Katmandu's sound was tight
and spirited, conveying that they
could 'bring the house down',
given the right opportunity.
Katmandu performed a variety of energetic numbers such as
"Nine Tonight", "Betty Lou's
Getting Out Tonight", "Bo Diddly", CCR's "Fortunate Son" and a
tune by Little Feat titled "Let It
Roll". All songs were executed

by:
F.B.I. Agent
MARTIN WALKER

BEAT

and Ed? When Big Ed and sweet Norma met at
Ed's house for more than a talk, old Hank decided
to follow. After wife Norma left, jealous hubby
Hank started roughing up Eddie. Superwoman
Nadine came in at that time and performed a shitkicking on Hank. What a sight!
In other story lines:
-Maj. Briggs came home but couldn't remember
anything about where he had been for two days.
And say, baldy, what the devil are those three triangular marks on your neck? Birth marks? Ya,
right.
-something I just noticed. Remember little Nicky
(A.K.A. the antichrist brat)? He was the little bugger that was with the old lady that Donna visited for
the Meals-On-Wheels journey. Woooooow scary!
-Ben Home's condition has gone from bad to
worse. Brother Jerry is on his way home while Ben
and Catherine Martel mess around together for old
times' sake. Speaking of Catherine, the actress who
plays her, Piper Laurie, won a Golden Globe
Award last week for best supporting actress in a
T.V. show. Congrats, "poodle"!
-I really don't think that Evelyn's brother is in fact
her brother. I may be off base on this one, but do
many brothers play tonsil hockey with their sisters?
Do ya think James Hurley should know about this?
Nahhh.
Notice: Twin Peaks will not be on next Saturday! It returns Feb. 2 at a new time slot of Bpm.
What the heck is going on here? Why is it not on
every other week? Do I have to kill to get an answer? I think I'm finally starting to understand
"Bob".
As for next week's column, I'll be doing a special character profile on Special Agent Dale Cooper
with predictions as to what will be coming up in future episodes. Fun, eh? So until next week, watch
out for low-flying giant owls.
J

Who said Twin Peaks was boring? Although the
past few weeks have been quite uninteresting, last
Saturday's episode was a much needed break from
monotony.
Did ya see Jean Renault "bite de bullet"? During
the undercover sting operation that went awry,
Cooper had to sacrifice his safety for the release of
Agent Dennis (Denise) Bryson and Ernie Niles.
Thanks to Dennis/Denise's intervention, Cooper
was able to nail Jean and the phony Canadian
Mounty. But when Cooper and Truman made it
back to the police station, they found a dead woman
tied up to Truman's chair behind his desk, pointing
to a chess board. Who is the woman? Unknown at
this time but expect Wyndom Earle, Agent
Cooper's ex-partner to show up as the murderer
soon.
For all of you who still watch Twin Peaks and
are interested in the body count, here is the latest
update:
1) Laura Palmer killed by dear daddy Leland
2) Bernard Renault killed by vegetable Leo
3) Jacques Renault killed by Leland Palmer
4) Waldo the bird killed by Leo Johnson
5) Blackie the brothel madam
killed by Jean
Renault
6) Harold "Psycho" Smith killed himself
7) Madeline Ferguson
killed by Leland Palmer(A.K.A. "Bob")
8) Leland Palmer killed himself due to "Bob"
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

within himself
9) Jean Renault killed by Agent Cooper (gasp!) in
self-defense
10) some nobody woman killed by Wyndom Earle
Well, that makes an even ten! Notice that the
Renault brothers really came out on the short end of
the stick. I wonder if there's anyone in the Renault
family still alive?
As for my predictions, it seems that one of them
come true...partly. Remember Hank and Norma
-

-

My
V
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with style and guaranteed to get
any crowd dancing, that is, if
there was one. I shouldn't create

the impression that the dance
floor was totally empty. One
couple danced all night, to every
song; a special applause goes out
to you two.

I especially enjoyed renditions of "Fire Lake" and "Turn
the Page". I was reminded of sitting around a campfire drinking
beer with friends, listening to my

buddy play the acoustic guitar.
We all joined in on the singing,
struggling to remember the right
lyrics...."On a long and lonesome
highway, east of Omaha..."
But, all good things come to
an end and Katmandu's performance seemed to drop off as
last call approached. They played
with little or no inspiration, but
who can blame them? The last

turnout.

Having live bands performing
so close to home is a luxury. Stu-

dents should realize this and take
advantage of the situation before
we can only remember what it
used to be like.

There are probably more people around you right NOW than
there were to see these guys all night.
pic: Harvey Luong
.

Benefit Concert
by Juanita Wooton

On Sunday, January 27th, at 3pm, the Laurier Music Association
will be hosting a Benefit Concert. Proceeds from this concert are
going towards the St. Mary's Hospital Campaign.
St. Mary's Hospital has served the Kitchener-Waterloo com-

munity for over sixty years. Its most recent renovations took place in
1959-1960. With the technological advances made since then, improvements must be made to maintain a high level of quality health
care.

Laurier has always been a willing hand in such charitable events
and organizations such as Shinerama and the Cystic Fibrosis Foundation. How much easier can it be to lend a willing ear and attend a
benefit concert?
Tickets for the concert are nine dollars for adults and five dollars
for students and seniors. Pick yours up at the Infocentre today!

Thursday Nights
9 pm to 2 am

x

*°

song of the night witnessed the
band inviting the bar staff onto
the dance floor. A logical choice,
since no one else was left.
I continually questioned why
no one came out to see Katmandu. My first thought was that
nobody at Laurier enjoys Bob
Seger, but that couldn't be right.
Another possibility is that Laurier
students do not want to see live
bands on campus. Wednesday
night January 16, 1991 was not
an evening for celebration. Sad
news of the war reached most of
us just before 7:00. Perhaps this
was the real reason for the poor

-

-

C q9
u
...Dance to the latest and the greatest!
FREE NACHO BAR 10:00 12:00
*

*

-

•

Bubble Hockey

28 King Street, N. Plenty of Parking out back

•

Shuffleboard

•

Pinball

A

to

WINGS

725-5050

N Sunday and Wednesday
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Music
Notes
by
Chris Skalkos

Twenty year old Chubby Checker's cover of the Hank Ballard original "The Twist" has exploded world-wide as the single biggest popular music phenomenon since "Rock Around The Clock"
and, as a dance craze, even more popular than the cha-cha.

1961

1971

**

Jim Morrison has died of natural causes at age twenty 27
The singer-poet was buried at the same Paris cemetery that contained
the graves of French chanteuse Edith Piaf and playwright Oscar
Wilde, as well as a number of illustrious French authors, painters and
**

artists.
1981

Bob Geldof of The Boomtown Rats has been signed up to
play Pink in the film version of Pink Floyd's "The Wall".
**

STAR

QUOTE

Dennis Wilson (on the first time The Beach Boys heard "Surfin",
their debut song on the radio):
"We got so excited hearing our record on the radio that Carl threw
up, and I ran down the street screaming!"

Readers' poll
Well a couple of weeks ago we ran a Cord Readers' Choice poll to
see what your picks were for the 'best of' 1990. Out of the some 5000
forms we got back two (2). And so without further delay here are the
official Wilfrid Laurier University Students' Best of 1990 list as

picked by you.

1. FAVOURITE ALBUM: A tie here between Stormfront by Billy
Joel and Armed Forces by Elvis Costello and the Attractions.
2. FAVOURITE SONG: Another tie this time between "Rocking
Back Into My Heart" by Julee Cruise and "Manic Depression" by
Jimi Hendrix. The nod goes to Julee Cruise because it was released in
1990 whereas Jimi released his tune in the 60's, although the Hendrix
tune is by far the better tune.
3. FAVOURITE ARTIST/GROUP: Yet another tie. Julee Cruise
and Bob Dylan. Maybe Julee for the year but Bob for the last quarter
century for certain.
4. FAVOURITE MOVIE: Shocker again; another tie. Back to the
Future Part 3 and A Clockwork Orange. Okay, but I don't think
Clockwork Orange was released in 1990. So the nod goes to Michael
J's flick. But what about Total Recall?
5. FAVOURITE CONCERT/EVENT: Can you guess? Yes another
tie this time between The Wall performance in Berlin and the Doors
in the Paul Sauve Arena, Montreal 1968 (!). Uhhhhhh, hold on a
minute here
6. FAVOURITE TV SHOW: It was neck and neck but after all the
votes were counted and recounted again and again using a fancy machine we still got a tie. At one end of the spectrum was Twin Peaks
and at the other end was Married With Children; but maybe the
shows aren't that different after all if you really think about it
Anyway, thanks for comin' 0ut....

THE HIGHLANDS
Thursday Jan. 24

McLean
[yu] u,
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©
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McLean

with special guests:
Avenue Rain
Friday Jan. 25

Katmandu
A tribute to Bob Seger
Every Saturday

Biggest Ballroom Blitz
No cover before 9pm
o

Hi"

®

Coming Up:
Friday Feb. 8 The White
A Tribute to Led Zeppelin
Friday Feb. 14 Justice
&
A Tribute to John Cougar
-

-

Steve Earle LADIES
Friday Feb. 15
-

I tTf4wWl»Ja!i!flSiiiiiMiii

FREE!

Advance tickets available at Sam's in Kitchener, Records
on Wheels in Guelph only, Cambridge Music Mart, Tape
Worm, Cambridge, ForweN's Super Variety,
Waterloo, and The Highlands.

Info Line R99-0002
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Comedy that's not fawlty
THE COMPLETE FAWLTY
TOWERS
John Cleese and Connie Booth
McClelland and Stewart Inc.
by Steve Burke
A private room in a hospital.
Sybil is sitting up in bed, eating
chocolates. Basil is visiting.

Sister enters briskly.
Sister: (to Sybil) Ah, there you
are. (to Basil) Come along, out
you go.
Basil: (pointedly peering under
the bed) Oh, were you talking to
me? I'm sorry, I thought there
was a dog in here.
Sister: Oh no, no dogs in here.
Basil: (looking at her closely) I
wouldn't bet on it.
Sister: The doctor's coming.

Go rent
Fawlty Towers

Basil: (jumps up as if startled)
My God! A doctor -1 mean, here,
in a hospital? Whatever can we
do?
LATER, AFTER BASIL HAS
AN ACCIDENT...
In the hospital. Basil is lying in

on four video cassettes, and is

bed, a white turban-like bandage
round his head. Sister enters
briskly. He gets out of bed.

sometimes broadcast during
Channel 17 begathons. For those
who can't get to a TV set on a
whim to see Basil slug Manuel or
insult his guests, this comprehensive collection of scripts may be
the only consolation.
The setting of the series is a
mismanaged hotel in Torquay, an

SISTER: Now, come along, back
into bed. (she pushes his legs under the bedclothes)
BASIL: Don't touch me, I don't
know where you've been.
SISTER: Yes, we must have our
little jokes, mustn't we?
BASIL: Yes, we must, mustn't

Archetype of

wt...(stares at her) My God,

you're ugly, aren't you.
SYBIL: Basil!
SISTER: I'll get the doctor, (she

vanity

hurries out)
BASIL: (calling after her) You
need a plastic surgeon, dear, not a

and impotence

doctor.
English seaside resort, owned by
Basil Fawlty (Cleese) and run by
his wife (Prunella Scales). Basil,
terrified of his nagging wife,
takes his frustrations out on
Manuel, the Spanish servant, by
hitting him with spoons, poking
him in the eyes, or whacking him
with frying pans.
While the premises of the
shows at first seem banal hotel
inspectors, renovations, foreign
or dead guests each half-hour is
an inexaustible mixture of satire,
slapstick, and sardonic wit.
Cleese, the definitive authority
figure in most of the Monty
Python sketches, is a singularly
brilliant comic and does his best
work in these six hours, creating
a remarkable archetype of vanity

-Fawlty Towers, "The Ger-

mans"

If you're laughing at the moment, and the text above doesn't
seem familiar, then I suggest you
go to your local video store and
rent Fawlty Towers, or buy this
book immediately.
After the break-up of Monty
Python's Flying Circus, but be-

Heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh heh hu hu heh eh
eh h h h. NO they're alllll mine. Feh.

--

fore The Gulf War, John Cleese
and wife Connie Booth created a
brilliant little British sit-com
entitled Fawlty Towers. Broadcast over two seasons in 1975 and
1979, the series contained only
twelve thirty-minute episodes.
While it was short-lived, it was
fucking funny.
The entire series is available

and impotence. The remaining
cast including Booth in the role
of Polly, the indomitable maid,
and Andrew Sachs as the helpless
servant
plays well against
Cleese; but a show is only as
good as its script.
The Complete Fawlty Towers

--

I WE NEED YOU AT

with its extensive stage direc-

tions, and a small number of photographs. Required reading when
you're riding on a bus to Brantford, and good to keep around the
living room when you're watching the show and your ignorant
roommate, fed on American
"comedy" fluff, can't follow it.

--

—

captures all of the show's depth

A WHOLE WORLD OF FLAVOUR
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Phantoms' LP is 'mighty fine'
small number of excellent Canaproducing some very innovative
dian blues bands, A&M records mixtures. If you could break
signed them up and Pleasure Pupdown the album into styles a wide
pets is the result. In ten words or variance exists. "Heavenly Girl",
less, It's mighty fine.
"Target" and "Kill the Devil"
This album is a tight, tight would be rock 'slash' blues. "Life
piece of work. It covers a cross like a Wheel" can only be desection of the many variations of scribed as reggae/blues. This is
the blues the Phantoms create. definitely an odd one but someAnd the Phantoms certainly do how the Phantoms manage to pull
create. In a style of music init off.
famous for its incestuous nature
Q-107 and other mainstream
and standardized melodies the rock stations have been pushing
Phantoms are a fresh change.
Pleasure Puppets' first release,
Harmonica and vocals from "Home". It's a weepy little thing
Jerome Godboo couple with the that hits you with a warm fuzzy
guitar of Joe Toole and the infeeling the first time you hear it.
credible funky longhair on the Home has been on the Top 10 at
bass, Big Ben Richardson
10 for a while now and the ex-

Pleasure Puppets
The Phantoms
A&M /Spy

It has been many years in the
making but Toronto's Phantoms
have released their first major album with great success. After
gaining a reputation as one of a

r

posure has been great for the
band. All kinds of different folks
have been showing up at their
gigs and they all leave as very big
fans.
They will be playing at
Kitchener's Hoodoo Lounge on
the 25th. Look for that horny
bunch of local faves, the Rhino's
to open for them.
James Neilson
U.D.O.
Faceless World
BMG Music
This is the third album by
these guys. The only person anyone would really know is Udo
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"System of Life" is kind of a
switch. The guitars speed up and
double pick. Its speed is about
that of a strobe light. It sounds
like "Breaking the Law" from
Judas Priest. This is a really intense song; it's fast, hard and

album are great and one or two
others are pretty good but the
rest...

9
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though.

"Faceless World" is the title
track and my personal favourite.
It starts out with an excellent
acoustic guitar riff, then develops
into a keyboard-based sound and
then an excellent vocal chorus.
This is a great song. The drums
take a back seat to the keyboards
and Udo's raspy voice is really
good. His vocals reflect a feeling
of hopelessness in a faceless
world. The guitar solo has been
replaced with a quiet part with
light drumming and acoustic guitar; this is a well mixed song.
I found that the rest of the album was okay but not great.
Nothing really stood out on side
two. The first five songs on the

When booking one of
3 Contiki Holidays
_

®

energetic..

LOMRETIII $99

Toronto / Montreal
Departures

Dirkschneider who used to sina
for Accept.
There are twelve songs on this
album. I really only liked about
six of them.
"Heart of Gold" and "Blitz of
Lightning" have a hard edge
Udo's raspy vocals are clear in
these songs. They also have a
synthesizer backing up
these
songs which creates an interesting
mood. I like the combination of
skillful drumming, hard guitar
and talented keyboards. Both of
these songs seem kind of 'rock
anthem' in nature. They kind of
remind me of "Rock You" by
Helix. The songs are still good

This album is for the Judas
Priest or Scorpions crowd and
even if you like them I'm not sure
you will like this. After the first
five songs I'm not satisfied with
the album. If you don't mind
buying an album for five good
songs, then buy it; if you don't,
then maybe this is one you should
skip.

Svetyve u IZ-35.
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Rush's videos
just stink
CHRONICLES The
RUSH
Video Collection
Anthem Music Video
-

by Steve Burke
Christ, I wish Rush knew how

to make an entertaining rock
video. With two concert tapes and

another video compilation already on the market, the band
recently chose to release yet another collection of clips to complement its "greatest hits" album
Chronicles.

This self-indulgent twelvesong, sixty-minute cassette was a
total bore. Half of the videos are

25
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live, and the remainder may as

well be, because most of the time
the viewer is watching the band
perform. Neil Peart banging
drums. Geddy Lee plucking bass
strings. Alex Lifeson strumming
guitars. They don't even look at
the cameras, although there are
enough of them to record every
conceivable angle and wrist
movement in this masturbatory
exercise.
Perhaps with a bit of
creativity, obviously something
this band lacks, these videos
could have incorporated some interesting ideas. But efforts are

Up&Co m irtg
and a taste of sawdust in your mouth when he plays
Wilf's on the 26th. Just a man and his guitar.

I was talking to peachy peach about kissy kiss.
He buy me a soda, he buy me a soda
/
and try to molest me in the parking lot
1 yup, yup, yup.
(

The Pixies
the Hoodoo Lounge on the
25th and Paul James is there on the 26th.

l The Phantoms are at
)

k

A relatively new to the general area band is Sweet
Jones who combine a R&B funk sound with the
Red
Hot Chili Peppers sort of but not quite. Apparl
(
ently they're pretty good so check 'em out at the El
) Mocambo on the
25th in T.O.
/

\

/

l
(

)

The cartoons your mother never told you about are
being shown at the Princess Theatre complete and
uncut (hopefully). Sex and Violence Cartoon Festival on Friday with host Reg Hartt.

\

/

Mike Woods won't leave you with that stiff feeling
made; between performance
shots, there are some intermittent
segments that attempt to enhance

the songs with images.
Yet there was absolutely no
effort given to acting whatsoever.
No concept of character or setting
at all. In "Subdivisions", for example, there is some footage of
the big city. Couldn't the group,
portraying an urban gang,
manage to strut around an alley
and scowl at the camera? A bit of
dancing wouldn't hurt. Or Geddy
could have played the fugitive in
"Red Barchetta", outracing the
cops and winking at the viewer as
he thwarts their efforts. All three,
dressed in ragged, blood-stained
clothes could play the concentration camp victims in "Red Sector

Out Of This Came That plays in the Turret next(
Thursday the 31st. Great dance tunes by the likes of )
The Cure, Depeche Mode, Midnight OU, the B-52's \
/
and Love and Rockets. Very good local band.

C

A Freedom Concert put on by the Musicians'

)

$7 95

\

Network and Amnesty International goes down on I
February the 6th. Bands include The Ratolians, /
Ronny and the Law, Mourning After
I
pSigma.

and)

I

p.s. Seems the Diamond club in T.O. has been \
closed for some reason or other, (probably $ prob- /
lems) Apparently it will open in a new location....
)
Peart) summon him to jam on the

raft. Or the schoolroom roof.
Only one video, for God's
sake, had a girl in it
Amy
Mann, a cute blonde, singing on
"Time Stand Still"
and even
then you don't get to see much of
her because she's dressed from
head to toe. She just follows the
spinning band members with a
big movie camera. They don't
even make her moan, sweat, or
straddle the camera stand.
Instead we have shot after
shot of three people playing instruments. I read somewhere once
that Neil Peart was asked by a
director to walk in the mist with
his snare drum; his response:
"Yeah, right". I think he was
being ironic.
—

—

No effort given
to acting
"Distant Early Warning" not be
more effective if the band was
seen hiking somberly through the
northern snowscapes? Or why, in
"Tom Sawyer", didn't Alex
Lifeson portray the Twain character
he could throw down the
paintbrush in defiance when his
friends Huck and Jim (Lee and

OF BEER

@
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/
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A". Peart could weep at the end.
And why was there no forest
setting for "The Trees"? The band
could dress as lumberjacks, or
have animal masks on. Would

«

1

Lulu's has a not so slimy and, in fact, a terrific live
band on the 31st. Doug and the Slugs along with
the Jitters.

£X PITCHERS

mg}

/

l

/

(

\

just a disc not unlike those found at Dr. Disc; earth base for
thousands of new and used records, cassettes and CDs.
-

s me then to visit the Doctor, located at 146King St. W. in the
heart of downtown Kitchener (see photo). We're open from 10am to 10pm Monday
thru Saturday and now from 2pm to 9pm on Sunday, (our phone is 743-831 5)
#

into
TUNES THAT ARE OLfT-OF-THIS-WORLD

1
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Charlatans like Stoned Roses
like feel. The songs are: "Polar
Bear", "Believe You Me", "Flower", "Sonic" and "Sproston
Green". "Polar Bear" stands out
as being different from the rest of
the songs due to some interesting
sound effects. "Believe You Me"
opens up with some excellent
guitar work, but this seems lost in
the rest of the song as the synths
are overpowering.
The only real beef I have with
this album is the lack of a lyric
sheet as some of the lyrics are
difficult to decipher. Lead singer
Baker has a high-pitched singing
voice similar to that of lan
Brown.
Are the Charlatans UK just
charlatans? Perhaps trying to
emulate the Stone Roses. But
maybe they are better at being
like the Stone Roses than the
Stone Roses themselves.
Chris Ariens

Some Friendly
The Charlatans UK
Beggars Banquet

On the heels of their British
hit, "The Only One I Know", this
five-piece from England have
released their popular debut album Some Friendly. Typical of
the musical style popular in
Europe right now, most of their
songs are sixties-style
psychedelic dance music. For
lack of a more modern term, this
band is definitely groovy. Just
from the print on the album
cover, it is easy to spot the influences of the sixties craze in
Britain.
The music is strikingly similar
to that of the Stone Roses, with
funky guitar riffs, a good danceable beat, and very dark sounding
melodies. In fact, when I first
heard this band, I thought it was
the Stone Roses. "You're Not
Very Well" and "White Shirt"
open the album with a very
energetic feeling. "The Only One
I Know" is immaculate. Although
possibly overplayed at Phil's, this
song is probably the best song
released this decade. The first
side closes with "Opportunity",
"Then", the new single, and "109
part 2". "Then" is a little slower,
but maintains the energy with a
good beat. "109" is a sort of mellow instrumental song.
The second side is slightly
less energetic and uses the
synthesizers to provide a Doors-

Music is the drug of Manchester!
If you have not yet heard of
the Charlatans UK you are about
to. Hailing from Manchester, England, the Charlatans UK (or the
Charlatans as they are called at

home) blend the sounds of sixties
psychedelia with the trademark
Manchester dance beat. The
"Manchester sound" has given the
music industry a buzz that nobody can ignore. Bands like the
Stone Roses, Happy Mondays,

GRADUATION
PHOTOS

808 State, Inspiral Carpets and
Charlatans UK are riding the
crest of the next British invasion.
The Charlatans UK originated
as a pop/mod outfit with a punk
singer much like the Clash. But
something was to soon change.

The Charlatans UK opened for
the Stone Roses on a support tour

consisting of nine gigs. On this
tour the Charlatans UK realized
they wanted to alter their style.
Drummer John Brookes comments on the changes: "Baz
Kettley, the original singer, was
very into the 60's punk sort of
thing. We were a really intense
band smashing our gear up...After
playing with the Roses we really
saw that we wanted to do some-

I
■HUH

Musical Express writes: "The
Charlatans stuff you inside their
kaleidoscope and fling you back
in time to the days when the
Doors seemed as dangerous as
the Vietnam war and New Kids
on the Block were mere pieces of
sperm." Ha! I love it!
From the moment I picked up
this album over a month ago I
have not been able to stop listening to it. This is really great stuff.
Unlike most of the Manchester
bands these guys really play on
the 60's influence. Alternatively,
the Charlatans give more face to
the sounds of the 60's and back it
with brisk bop and bounce of
contemporary rhythm.
Their debut album entitled
Some Friendly is a collection of
classic rock sounds full of
"unimaginably danceable
rhythms." Their first single, "The
Only One I Know", has a highly
hypnotic groove which carried it
to #9 on the UK national chart
and #1 on the Indie chart. Another notable song by this band is
"White Shirt". Here, Rob Collins'
Hammond organ leads the band

"

Sign up in the Info Centre
TODAY
_

TOP 10
RENTED MOVIES
2) My Blue Heaven
3) Dick Tracy
4) Robocop II
5) Ghost Dad
6) Henry V
7) Ernest Goes To Jail
8) Gremlins II
9) Daddy's Dying Who's Got The Will?
10) Sweet Revenge
-

•

•

•

January 21st to January 30th
Part-time students January 23rd 5:30 pm
M.B.A. January 21st to January 30th
Business Co-Op at this session OR the one in May
-

-

-

•

•

•

•
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David Bradfield

1) Adventures of Ford Fairlane

'

All Departments

the trademark psychedelic sounds

of 60's music.
Other tracks included on the
album range from"the serene
beauty of 'Flower' to the hazily
psychedelic rush of 'Sproston
Green.'" The album to me resembles a combination (in Canadian
terms) of the classic Hammond
organ, great guitars and shuffling
rhythms of the Bourbon
Tabernacle Choir and the sugary
vocals of the Grapes of Wrath. If
you like either of these great Canadian bands you will love the
Charlatans UK.
Often this style of music is
categorized as drug music and I
can see why. Not because you
need drugs to induce the total effect or experience but because the
music is the drug. It is highly addictive and very enjoyable. Take
a hit and "you will not be
satisfied by one spin" (The Album Network). "One listen to
Rob Collins' trippy organ riffs
and you're hooked but good"
(The Gavin Report). Trust me,
this is good stuff!!

-

Photos to be taken in Room P2005-2013 Peters Building
.
11 :;; V.
"'~n.l

•

through my favourite tune on the
album which is classic tuneage
reminiscent of years gone by.
"Believe You Me" is another
memorable tune for me. Being a
musician myself, I really appreciate the sound Jon Day gets
out of his guitar at the beginning
of the tune. The rhythmic strums
of the guitar through the fuzz wah
pedal is classic. This is one of

For the week of Jan. 24 Jan.3l

Josten's has been chosen as the Official
Graduation Portrait Photographer

|l

thing more up to date, different."
With a quick change in lead
singers, the band started anew.
Tim Burgess was the new recruit
on vocals. The rest of the band is
made up of Rob Collins on Hammond organ (the key sound of the
band), Martin Blunt on bass, John
Brookes on drums, and Jonathan
Day on guitar. These guys are a
great musical combination. New

DON'T FORQET THERE IS MO
IpBLIQATIOn TO PURCHASE POKTKAITSj
-

These photos will be used as your personal graduation portraits, your Keystone
yearbook grad photo and the photo for your faculty composite.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY: CLAUDE MARCOTTE OF\.fOSTEN'S\

I
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Alaskan trip proves useful
by Andrew Bailey
Cord Sports
As if it isn't cold enough in
Waterloo. Following a 6-2 drubbing of the Queen's Golden Gaels
the Hawks had the week off to

prepare themselves for the
Siberian weather of Alaska. The
tournament in Fairbanks presented the Hawks with an excellent
opportunity to experiment with
different line combinations and
make sure everyone is ready for

tonight's battle with the Warriors.
Waterloo continues to roll over
their opponents, their latest victims being the Western Mustangs
and the Brock Badgers. On Friday the Warriors trampled over
the Stangs 5-2 and then on Sunday crushed the Badgers 8-2. The
victories ran the Warriors' record
to 11-0-2, giving them sole possession of first place with twentyfour points, four ahead of the second place Hawks.
In Fairbanks the Hawks

played the University of Alaska
Nanooks twice, losing 6-2 in the
first game and managing a 5-5 tie
in the second contest. Coach
Wayne Gowing said the trip was
good for the team and provided
them with a bit of a break from
league competition.
"Anytime a team can get
away it can help bring them together, which is particularly important for us over the next nine
games," said Gowing. Dan
Rintche played in the tournament

and is definitely ready for action
tonight. Rintche will center a line
with Kevin Smith and Sean
Davidson.
Unfortunately, the Hawks will
be without the services of veteran

blueliner Larry Rucchin for about
three weeks after he cut his hand
in an accident at home last week.
Warriors coach Don McKee
admitted that these two games
could decide first place. "A
sweep for us would put us in a
good position," said McKee.
However, he was quick to point
out that two Hawk victories
would catapult Laurier back into
a tie for first place. He said the
loss of veteran center Mike
Maurice was a big blow but felt
the Hawks would regroup.
"Maurice is an excellent
player and will be missed on his
line but I'm sure someone will be
looking to fill in for him," stated
McKee.
The Hawks had a lengthy

journey north flying from Buffalo
to Chicago then onto Seattle before flying to Anchorage where
they caught a flight to Fairbanks.
Gowing admitted that he had a
few worries about doing so much

flying in the States only hours
after the American led Allied
forces attack Baghdad. He also
said that it was evident that
security had been beefed up at the
airports. "We had some thoughts,
we thought things could be a bit
dicey but we're back," stated
Gowing.
So the rivalry continues
tonight, 7:30 at the Bubble, be
sure to be there early. Sunday's
contest is at the Columbia
Icefields, game time is 2:30, so
you will be home in time to see
the New York Giants whip those
Buffalo Bills in Super Bowl
XXV. Don't miss these two
games, you are certain to be
treated to the best university
hockey has to offer.

Men's hoops
by Rob Cresswell
Cord Sports

The Hawkey Hawks are fired up for the games

photo by Harvey Luong

Sisters lead team to victory
by Jeff Dragich
Cord Sports

The Lady Hawk Hoopsters broke into the win
column last weekend. However, they split their games on
the week, losing at Guelph last Wednesday, and defeating
Waterloo at the A.C. on Saturday.
GUELPH 59 LAURIER 47
The game was closely contested throughout the first
half. The lead changed hands several times. Laurier's
biggest lead of the half came with 6:15 left, at 17-12.
However, they trailed 27-24 at the half.
The Gryphons put the game away in the first five
minutes of the second half as they used a 13-4 run to
build a 40-28 lead. The Hawks never got any closer than
10 points the rest of the way.
Coach Sue Lindley explained part of the reason for
the Guelph explosion. "We hurt ourselves by trying to
change defenses too often. It took a little edge off us. We
had to think too much. We didn't get the breaks, but
Guelph helped themselves by outhustling us for the loose
balls. They got on a roll, built a lead and we were trying
to play catch-up the rest of the way."
Another key reason for the loss was the team's continued inability to cash in at the freethrow line. They
managed just 11 out of 20. Even more important, as
Lindley noted, "When we get the bonus with 11 minutes
left and down ten points, it should help us get back in the
game.

We did learn that you've got to score from the free

throw line. We need those charity points. We haven't
been a good free throw team all season. The players have
to

realize how important they are and work on them on

their own."
Freshmen

centre

Jen Field paced the Hawks with 14

points and 9 rebounds.
Lindley felt her team could play Guelph better next

time. "I'm looking forward to playing them back here.
We learned some things, they're very aggressive. We're
going to have to crank it up: out-physical and out-hustle
them. We left the gym with a feeling that we can beat this

team."
LAURIER 58 WATERLOO 49
"I was really happy for the players. They played hard
and they played smart. It felt like we had won the national championship." These were the words Lindley used to
describe her feelings after the Hawks dropped the
Athenas last Saturday night at the A.C. Not only was the
win their first victory of the regular season, but it was
their first win of any kind since the first weekend of November.

Once again, the first half was a closely contested affair. Waterloo took an early lead, but the Hawks battled
back, and held a 26-21 lead at the half.
Laurier came back from intermission determined to
protect the lead. Riding an offensive explosion from the
Field sisters and stifling team defense, the Lady Hawks
used an 8-2 run in the first 2:05 to take full control of the
contest and open up an 11 point lead, 34-23.
After winning the opening jump of the second half,
the Hawks set up on offense. Packer found a wide open
Janice Field on the left baseline for a five-foot jumper.
The Athenas then scored, but Jen replied with a spin
move in the key for a five footer. A Waterloo offensive
foul gave the ball back to the Hawks, and Janice drove
the lane, side-stepped a few defenders and connected on a
seven-footer. After another Athena turnover, Holly
Bourne spotted Jen cutting down the lane and got the ball
for an easy lay up and the eleven point lead.
Laurier played consistently throughout the second
half, never allowing their lead to dip below five. And
they demonstrated good composure in the closing

continued on page 31

Well, for those of you not
present at Saturday's battle of
Waterloo you certainly missed a
good one. This one had it all, yes
even a sizable home crowd doing
its best to drown out the sound of

the annoying Waterloo marching
band. The game with the Warriors was one to remember, unfortunately in the loss column.
The team is now 0-4 and for
those of you who never see a
game, this stat is discouraging.
However, those "real" sport fans
will tell you this team never fails
to provide excitement.
WATERLOO 72 LAURIER 63

With the 2 o'clock tip off
Laurier was off to their first regular season confrontation with the
dreaded Warriors. Things started
for the Golden Hawks as the

Warriors built a 14-6 lead early.
A wipeout seemed like a possibility but our gutsy Golden
Hawks got the crowd cheering as
they actually came back to take a
17-16 lead. Unfortunately it was
the only time they held the lead.
From there it was back and forth
with Waterloo stretching its lead
to only 4 points. The Golden
hawks never died as they tied the
score several times.
Rebounding was strong and
combined with great man-to-man
coverage UW was under pressure
throughout. Once again the great
hustle on defense by veterans
Mike Alessio, Danny Deep and
Steve Duncan provided some
well-timed Warrior turnovers.
With the score 34-30 at half
things looked great.
Halftime saw a very entertaining display, as the K-W youth
continued on page 29

photo by Jennifer Kuntz
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The THL report returns
Scott Strickland iced the encounter with a late empty-net

by Rob Hums

Cord Sports
Way back when in October
1990, Montreal defeated Calgary
7-4 in Tamiae Hockey League
preliminary play. It turned out to
be only one of two Calgary losses
this season. Three months and
several bumps and bruises later,
these two teams emerged tied for
first overall in the THL, and the
much anticipated battle for
supremacy took place last Thursday at the Waterloo Bubble as
Calgary met Montreal for only
the second time this season.

Quebec is only one
point out of third
The contest not only featured

the league's goals against average
leaders in Calgary goalie Steve
Halvorson and netminder Derek
Fee of Montreal, but the league's
second and third best offenses, as
well. Calgary began what appeared to be the start of a totally
offensive game 30 seconds into
the first period as Brad Tubman
drilled home a rebound past Fee.
That goal, however, would be
Calgary's first and last of this
game as Fee played brilliantly for
the duration of the match.
After a scoreless second period, Montreal took a 2-1 lead early
in the third period after goals by
Darryl Mann and Mike Stulac.

goal.
With the win, Montreal all but
assured themselves of the Old
Vienna Trophy, presented annually to the THL's regular season
champions. Playing much of the
season without Dave Finch and
Todd Henderson, two of the
league's top defensemen,
Montreal still manages to win
games through solid team play
and steady goaltending. Having
two of the league's top three
scorers-Brad Carnegie with 24
points and Ken Taylor with 18-doesn't hurt either. At the beginning of the season, this writer
predicted that Quebec and
Toronto would be battling it out
in the Mullin-Nesbitt Cup
championship series. Montreal
and Calgary, however, are showing that they want to prove this
writer incorrect.

QUEBEC 6 TORONTO 3

Toronto Sigma Chi suffered
their fifth consecutive loss to the
surging Quebec squad. Quebec,
now only one point out of third
place overall, was led by captain
Rick Boyco who scored four
goals and added one assist to
move within two points of the
scoring lead. Dave Peterson, Tom

Seymour and Dave Schenk also
chipped in two points for Quebec.
Toronto's recent difficulties
seem to lie in a sudden lack of offense; the team has only scored
10 goals during their losing

streak. The lone bright spot for
Toronto in this game was Jeff
Hauser who had two goals and an

assist.

EDMONTON 7 WATERLOO
2

With only three games
remaining in the regular season,
Edmonton moved to within three
points of Winnipeg for the sixth
and final playoff berth. Edmonton's Don Poort continued
his scoring tear by firing in four
goals as well as assisting on another goal, while teammate Dave
Johnson contributed a goal and
two assists.
Waterloo is still looking for
their first win of the season. After
their heartbreaking 8-7 loss to

Winnipeg last week, they came
out somewhat flat for this game.
Goal-scorers for Waterloo were

Mark Dowcett and Bob Metterdy.
VANCOUVER 5 WINNIPEG 5
Vancouver extended its unbeaten streak to seven games with
this tie against Winnipeg, and
also clinched a playoff berth in
the process. For Winnipeg, Neil
Chin scored two goals and added
an assist, with Scott Ife and Mike
Ponic chipping in with a goal and
two assists each. Vancouver's Jon
Rigby and Paul Mammolini each
scored two goals.
ICE CHIPS

Molson Player of the Week for
Week 9 of the THL is Montreal
goalie Derek Fee. Fee, from

Sarnia, allowed only five goals
in

three outings in backstopping his
team to their current first
overall
status...Simcoe native
Boyco of Quebec was Rick
once
steady defense partners with current Los Angeles Kings star Rob
Blake...Several THL scoring
records are on the verge of being
broken this year. Montreal's Brad
Carnegie will likely break the total points record of 28 held by
Dave Shortt. Both Carnegie and
Quebec's Bill MacNeil are on
pace to break the total assists
record of 19 held by yours truly.
And Edmonton's Don Poort
needs only two more goals to
break Shortt's total goals record
of 18 in one season.

V-ballers in 2nd place
by Anna Dongelmans

captain Paula Baker and this earned her a Player of
the Game award.
Cord Sports
The Lady Hawks are now starting to seriously
This past Wednesday, our women's volleyball
toward the OWIAA playoffs that will take
gear
team started off league play on a good foot. Laurier
place
February 22nd to die 24th, The team has a
again battled the Guelph Gryphons and knew that
they had to be in control. The team set out to good chance of ending up in second or third place,
demolish their rivals and had obviously convinced which will probably set them against either Ottawa
themselves of this because they did prevail. In four or Toronto. The Golden Hawks would like to see U
games (with a slight loss of 13-15 in the second) of T in the first round because they have experiLaurier brought their record to 6-2 and a second enced Toronto's game play and attitudes before. It
place slot in the West division. Coach Cookie would be the most predictable match for Coach
Leach was ecstatic with the level of play from her Leach and the team.
girls and was quoted as saying: "Two teams went
League play continues for our Hawks in two
out there...and the best team won."
away games: Wednesday versus Brock and Friday
An incredible performance was put forth by against Western.
/
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COUPON

for
FREE Delivery
$1.50 value

BAR-BO

Bar-B-Q Chicken

Ribs,
Jumbo Chicken Wings
Salads & Garlic Bread
&

LOCATIONS:
363 King StN,
{at

2399 Kingsway Dr.
(at Franklin)
Kitchener

Columbia St.)
Waterloo

We Deliver 894-1515
-
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Please mention this coupon
when ordering.
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COUPON
for
FREE
Garlic Bread
$2.25 value
Please mention this coupon
when ordering.
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TSN shows Leaf bias

by Craig Burt
Cord Sports

In case you missed it, this past
weekend the NHL staged its annual All-Star game. This year the
site of the 42nd annual midseason classic was the always
noisy, venerable Chicago
Stadium. The fans are known for
the noise they make during
Wayne Messmer's electrifying
rendition of the American National Anthem. With U.S. troops embroiled in the Gulf War, the
patriotic outpouring of the
Madison St. maniacs was
stronger than ever. The game was
played, despite controversy over
its meaning against the backdrop
of an international crisis. Wayne
Gretzky, the most vocal athlete in
the sport, suggested the game
should be canceled. He said that
the players' concentration would
be elsewhere and not on the
game. That was probably the case
with Wayne since he only scored
one goal, and kind of a cheap one
at

that.

The player who rose to the occasion and shone brightest was
Vincent Dainphousse of the
Toronto Maple Leafs.
Damphousse had four goals and
led all shooters with seven shots.

NBC interrupted

their coverage in
the second period
He received the MVP award and
the new car for his efforts. A
problem arises, however, with the
coverage of the historical event.
The game was seen locally on
three different networks, The
Sports Network, NBC, and
French Radio-Canada. The NBC
coverage was interrupted in the
2nd period for a Pentagon news
conference. This left two
networks for the rest of the game.
Being unilingual I chose to watch

Squash scene
by Mark James
Cord Sports
The men's varsity squash team travelled to Ryerson last weekend
to participate in the Crossover Round Robin. The round robin is the
second of two qualifying tournaments for the team championships.
The tournament was held over two days and involved a totla of
six matches for each player. Laurier matches were against Ryerson
Polytechnical and York, Trent McGill, Toronto and Queen's universities. Needless to say, by Saturday night there were some exhausted
squash players.
Dave Redpath, the #1 squash player for Laurier, put forth an outstanding effort on the weekend winning three of his matches and
giving each opponent in his loses a tough match. #3 Steve Ennis also
had an outstanding weekend winning three matches including a
tremendous win over Toronto in a five game match during which
Steve showed great tenacity and determinationin order to win. #4
Greg Brown and #6 Chris Secord both won two matches with Chris
losing a hearbreaker to McGill in the fifth game of their match. #2
Jim Zimmerman and #5 Mark Howden both won one match each and
although Mark lost two of his matches in the fifth game and unfortunatley his results do not truly represent the quality of his play.
The team finished the tournament with 12 matches won and combined with 3 wins from the Western Tournament finishes with 15
matches for the season, which is enough to beat Guelph and Trent but
not enough to qualify for the team championships.
The next action for the team will be against the K-W Racquet
Club in an exhibition match followed by the Individual
Championships at U of t in February.
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TSN. The customary conclusion
of the game is to have both teams
line-up for the introduction of the
game MVP. He is presented with
the car as his fellow players bang
their sticks on the ice in appreciation of his performance.
TSN, however, chose to break
with tradition this year, coincidentally the year a Maple Leaf
won the honour. At the final
buzzer they went to a commercial, and another one and two
more after that. Luckily, with a
quick slap of the converter, you
could still see Vinnie and his new
car on the French channel. If you
had continued watching TSN
after the lengthy commercial
break you would have seen a still
picture of Damphousse and the
statement from host John Wells
that he was indeed the game's

First Star. TSN then switched to
Wells with noted hockey expert
Howie Meeker in studio for a
post-game chat. Wells asked
Howie who he thought were the
emerging "shooting stars" to replace the aging Wayne Gretzky
and Co. Howie replied, "the two
kids here (in Chicago) Larmer
and Roenick." Larmer is twentynine and in his ninth full NHL
season. But Roenick is a kid. I
can't take that away from Howie.
As I said, "noted" hockey expert.

TSN broke with
tradition
The glaring fact remains,
however, that TSN neglected to

show the presentation of the
awards. Since this is only the second TSN presentation of the AllStar game, I only have one game
to compare it to. Last year when
Mario Lemieux scored four goals
there was a media circus surrounding him and his accomplishment. Another poor aspect of
TSN's coverage is that they failed
to get an interview with
Damphousse after the game, opting instead for the chat with
Howie. The only way I can interpret this is as a decidedly antiLeaf bias. It's almost as if it's not
as important an accomplishment
because he toils as a Leaf and is
not a Superstar like Gretzky or
Lemieux. If anything, this fact
should make the event more of a
celebration and a sign of the new
rising stars of the game.

Men's hoops continued
continued from page 27
basketball league put on a game
of 5-8 yr olds. The crowd really
got into this one as the pint sized
players basically shotput the balls
into the hoop.
Hawks came out flying in the
2nd to tie it but UW stretched the
lead to 6 only to be caught once
again. Following that it was back
and forth until about two minutes
when Warriors Sean Moore
nailed a three-pointer to put them
up by six. Laurier came right
back as Chris Livingstone drained
a three-pointer himself to get to
three. Great defense provided a
turnover but they missed an easy
hoop at the other end. UW took it
from there and pulled away as
Laurier had to play tough defense
which created foul shooting opportunities. Waterloo native Sean
VanKoughnett was the deciding
factor as he was perfect from the
line at 8 for 8. He led UW scorers
with 19. Leading Laurier was
Alessio with 26 while Deep had
15.
Once again a great game, nobody has anything to lower their
heads about. Sooner or later their
determination and hustle will pay
off with an upset victory.
GUELPH 82 LAURIER 62
Last Wednesday, the Golden

Not too bad a crowd, huh?
Hawks traveled down Highway 7
to Guelph and visited the House
of Slam. After an early loss to
Western, Guelph had won its last
two by slim margins. On this day
they were determined to get back

into the flow of attack which led

them to the national final a year

ago. Laurier trailed throughout
and with five players over 6'B"
there is no wonder Guelph was up
by 11 at half and 20 when the

photo by Jennifer Kuntz
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buzzer sounded. A good effort by
the Hawks, but they were seriously outmanned on this evening.

Danny Deep had 13, Livingstone
11 and Alessio 9. As a team they
shot only 32%.
Your next chance to watch
Hoop action (if you once again
missed the Brock game last night)
will be next Saturday at 2:00 pm.
Come on out and support your
varsity teams.
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Rose doesn't deserve the honour
Read wrote that Peter Edward

by Rob Hums
Cord Sports

If it is true that real sports
fans appreciate the contributions
of Pete Rose to America's
pastime, then real baseball fans
must undoubtedly see the stain
that Rose has left on the game.
Last week in this space my
good friend and colleague Chris

Rose, despite his gambling on
baseball, dealings with shady
characters, and other wrongdoing,

he still deserves the honour of
being inducted to baseball's Hall
of Fame. Rose has already been
punished for his actions, argues
Read, by serving his five-month
prison sentence for income-tax
evasion, paying fines, and per-

forming community service.

Based upon baseball skills and
achievements alone, Read claims,
there is no question that Rose
deserves the Hall.

Unfortunately, the Baseball
Writers Association of America
(BBWAA) does not always elect
Hall of Fame members on the
basis of baseball skills and
achievements alone. The

Around the ring
off.

by Mark the Mauler
Cord Sports

The feature match was the Royal Rumble which
was won by the immortal Hulk Hogan...again. The

Well, how about that Sergeant Slaughter? War
broke out in the Middle East and Slaughter took the
WWF championship three days later. He attained
the belt with a little more than help from Randy
"Macho King" Savage who smashed his royal sceptre on The Ultimate Warrior's head. Warrior was
K.O.ed and Slaughter went for the pin. Other match
results included the Rockers dominating the Orient
Express, Big Boss Man barely overcoming the Barbarian, and The Mountie pinning Koko B. Ware.
One interesting bout featured Dusty Rhodes and
his son Dustin wrestling in a tag match against the
"Million $ Man" Ted Dißiase and his bodyguard
Virgil. Throughout the match Dißiase scolded
Virgil for his obvious lack of ring knowledge. After
Dißiase scored an upset pin over Dusty Rhodes, he
proceeded to call Virgil an idiot and demanded to
be given his Million $ belt. Virgil took the belt,
cracked Dißiase upside the head with it and walked

match included thirty wrestlers who drew numbers

at random and enter the ring once their number
came up. MVP was definitely Rick "The Model"
Martel who endured a grueling 52 minutes in the

match until finally being eliminated.
The fans must be getting sick of Hogan consistently drawing a number above 20. Hogan will
probably not wrestle too much longer and the
WWF should seek another superstar to promote.
One superstar that may be re-promoted is Randy
Savage who will probably be turned into one of the
"good-guys" again. Savage was supposedly
promised a title match from Sergeant Slaughter
should he win the championship belt. Since
Slaughter did go on to win the belt, it's my guess
that he will deny Savage a title shot, which will in
turn set Savage on the warpath. Any wrestler who
pursues Slaughter will receive immediate support
from the fans.

Lady Hawk hoopsters con't
continued from page 27
minutes, slowing the play down, taking time off the
clock, and shooting only when the shot clock required.
Most important in holding the lead, they shot 71% from
the stripe.
Janice led the Hawks with 25 points, including 2
three-pointers. Jen added 18 points in limited playing
time due to foul trouble.
"Janice had the best offensive game of her career so
far," according to Lindley. "The thing that impressed me
most about her play was that she played with a lot of
poise, and showed leadership."
When asked about the win, Janice said, "It feels
good. Out team played superbly. Everybody wanted to do

their part."
She added that, "The determination was there. We
have been working a lot on our offensive game, put some
additions in, and they really worked. Plus, we are reading
defenses better to make the plays work."
Another key for Lindley was defense. "We did a
good job on the defensive end. We emphasized cutting
off the baseline and boxing out, and we did those well.
We really frustrated Waterloo."

WHY NOT

The Hawks held the top Athena scorer Brenda
Kraemer to 7 points. Lindley credited the fine defensive
efforts of Packer, Teena Murray, Shannon McConvey
and Janice for shutting her down.
Jen played well inside despite being in early foul
trouble, collecting 3 by the half. She played only in short
stretches for the second half, but was usually die dominant scorer when on the floor."We tried to keep her
rested," Lindley said. "It seemed to get her cranked up.
She plays with a lot of intensity on the floor."
Lindley also complimented the play of point guard
Holly Bourne. "She didn't do much on offense or
defense, but she quarterbacked the club and kept the
tempo right, slow or fast as needed, which is so important
for a point guard. She had a big game for us. She does a
lot of little things well which make other people look

good."
Lindley added that, "The win was particularly
gratifying because these kids hung in there. We suffered
some big losses and made mistakes. But today, everything we've been harping on was done right. You could
see the light bulb go on and the confidence really increased. This game was a real confidence booster. It was

great to

BBWAA is subjective in the
sense that many of its members
regard that integrity is also a key
criterion for Hall induction. It can
safely be stated that Pete Rose
does not have much integrity,
considering the black mark that
he tainted the game with.
Anyway, was Rose actually
that great of a baseball player? It
is argued that he was never the
best player of his time nor was he
ever the best player on any of his
teams. Rose's lifetime batting
average ranks 117th on the alltime list. It is even claimed that as
he neared Ty Cobb's all-time hit
record while a player/manager, he
actually hurt his team by benching more talented players so he
could get more at-bats, and only
because he stayed active for so
many seasons did Rose finally
break Cobb's record.
Baseball contributions aside, I
feel strongly that a person who

has tarnished the image of
baseball, especially by gambling
on the game, as much as Rose,
has no place beside baseball's
great immortals. Some argue that
as long as Rose was betting on
his own team no harm is done.

Hawks

*******

SCOTT SIMPSON (CURLING)- The first year student from Burlington skipped the men's curling team
to a 5-0 record this weekend at the West Sectionals.
*

*

*******
*

-weekly prizes of over $500.00
-Grand Prize Trip for 2 to Fort Lauderdale (value $800.00)
-7 to 9pm student specials 5c wings

*

*

*

***

*

year student from London led the team to their first
win scoring 25 points against Waterloo on Saturday.
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Consider this, however. Suppose
Rose, as former manager of the
Cincinnati Reds, bet big money
on tomorrow's game. In today's
game, being in the position to
make such decisions, he might
not call upon his best relief
pitcher in a crucial situation in order to rest him for tomorrow. In
this respect, he directly influences
the outcome of a game for personal gain. How many times
could this have a happened over
his managing career? How could
this have altered the result of the
final standings in a given year?
No one will ever know.
I feel that there is no way that
a baseball player should be
enshrined into the Haal of Fame
as long as he is on baseball's ineligible list. If the BBWAA decides otherwise, the great Shoeless Joe Jackson, who is on that
banned list, should be inducted
into the Hall before Rose. Indeed,
Rose has forever scarred the
game of baseball. The Hall of
Fame is reserved for men of
esteem and great baseball talents.
Being a man of contempt and a
durable, but average, player, I
suspect that Rose is neither.
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